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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Background ofthe Studv 

As technology advances, educational opportunities become more available to 

people who do not live near institutions of higher learning. Although distance learning 

programs have been in existence for many years, effective and efFicient utilization has 

been limited by the mechanism available for instruaional delivery. Historically, distance 

learning has been charanerized by presentation of course material via print, audiotape, 

videotape, and/or computer. Further technological advancement, such as the use of CD-

ROM muhimedia packages and World Wide Web, has begun to expand the options 

available for delivery of distance learning courses (Rogers, 1995). 

Since 1995, the Physical Therapy (PT) graduate program at a southwestern 

University Health Sciences Center has utilized a live interactive television system 

(known as HealthNet) to teach physical therapy students at three sites spread 300 miles 

from north to south. This educational initiative was designed to make the PT program 

accessible to students hving in three largely rural areas ofthe states and to increase the 

overall number of students in the program. Community and state support for this 

initiative is based on the assumption that students would be more likely to apply to a 

program which lets them con^lete a degree in a locale close to home. In addition, they 

would likely remain there after graduation and help solve the long-term problem of 

insufficient numbers of physical therapy practitioners in these areas. 



Courses are deUvered to all three campuses via Interaaive TV by faculty at one of 

the sites, with lab instruction taking place at each local site. Students interact with local 

faculty face to face and with faculty from other sites via HealthNet. Faculty also use e-

mail and periodic visits to remote sites to facilitate student-instructor interaction. The 

Institute for Distance Education (University System of Maryland, 1997) has described 

three common distance education approaches. The approach chosen by the Health 

Sciences Center most clearly resembles the "distributed classroom" model where a 

classroom-based course is extended from one locale to one or more other locales, and 

where faculty manage the scheduling and sites of instruction. 

The physical therapy faculty has conducted informal evaluation of learning 

outcomes for the last two years. These informal studies focused primarily on students' 

grades as the outcome measure and, as Schlosser and Anderson (1994) would have 

predicted, indicated no significant difference in between campuses. Data analysis from 

two years ofthe program conducted by Merrifield and Lanier (1998) found that there 

were no significant differences between student grades at the three sites for three 

first-year courses, each originating at a different site. In addition, no significant 

differences were found between campuses in first-year cumulative GPA adjusted by 

entering cumulative GPA. 

The present study did not focus on student grades as an outcome measure but 

rather investigated the relationship between learning style (based on Kolb's experiential 

learning theory), two learning environments (synchronous interactive television (ITV) 

and asynchronous computer-aided instruction (CAI)), and student achievement of 

physical therapy students enrolled in a distance education course. 
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The present study used the aptitude-treatment interaction (ATI) research approach 

described by Cronbach and Snow (1981). ATI research was designed to determine 

whether the effects of different learning environments/instmctional methods were 

influenced by the cognitive or personality characteristics of leamers. It did not assume 

that one instractional environment was better than another, nor that students with certain 

characteristics were better than others. Instead, ATI research was based on the 

assumption that these two fartors (instructional environment and learning characteristics) 

interact in ways that can affect learning outcomes. 

Statement ofthe Problem 

A review ofthe literature indicated a general consensus among distance education 

researchers that factors that accoimt for students' academic performance in the distance 

education learning programs need to be identified. (Bemt & Bugbee, 1993; Biner et. al., 

1995; Coggins, 1989; Stone, 1992; DUlie &Mezak, 1991; Fjortost, 1995; Weisner, 

1983). These factors include psychological and social attributes ofthe learner and the 

contributions of different media attributes to the learning outcome. 

As the technology advance, distance education research has shifted its focus to a 

more leamer-centered approach. Researchers are not merely looking at achievement, but 

are examining learner attributes and perceptions as well as interaction patterns and how 

these contribute to the overall learning environment. Although there is still interest in 

emerging technologies, this study did not attempt to identify which media is "best," but 

how factors such as learner attributes, interaction, and learning environment affect 

learning outcome were examined. 



Learning is an interactive process, the product of student and teacher activities 

within a specific learning environment. These activities, which are central elements to 

learning process, show a wide variation in pattern, style, and quality (Keefe, 1984). 

Learning problems frequently are not related to the difficulty ofthe subject matter, but 

rather to the type and level of cognitive process required to leara the material. Keefe 

(1984) and Gregorc (1979) claim that if educators are to successfully address the needs of 

the individual, they have to imderstand what " individual" means. If students do not 

learn the way we teach them, we must teach them the way they leam (Dunn & Dunn, 

1993). By addressing students' preferred learning styles and providing learning 

environments matching their preferred learning style, we will meet educational needs of 

more individuals and will be more successful in our educational goals. 

Conti (1985) and Fox (1984) identified three factors that are critical to the design 

and dehvery of effective distance education instruction. Specifically, those conqwnents 

are: (1) the students' the learning styles; (2) teachers' abilities, interests, and teaching 

styles; and (3) curriculum content, processes, and methodological objectives. A precise 

match among these three components would result in the "ideal" teaching-learning 

situation (RenzuUi & Smith, 1978). In the light of this information, this study was 

designed to investigate the relationship between learning style, learning environment, and 

student achievement of physical therapy graduate students in a distance education course. 

Several studies have investigated the effects of leaning style and learning 

environment on achievement of college students in traditional educational settings 

(Isom, 1997; Rheiner & Green, 1991; Truelsen, 1995; Smith & Kolb, 1986; Van 

Vuren, 1992). However, no studies were found that investigated the relationship of 
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learning style, leaning environment, and student adiievement of this specific population; 

physical therapy graduate students enrolled in a distance education course. Although the 

relationshq) between learning environment, leaning style, and studem achievement has 

been the focus of extensive research in other health professions, such as Nursing and 

Occupational Therapy, students majoring in Physical Therapy have rarely served as the 

sample (Isom, 1997; Truelsen, 1995; Rheiner, 1991; Rahr, 1987; Katz, 1981). This 

research was designed to fill such a void. 

Purpose ofthe Studv 

Learners' perceptions about characteristics of instnctional dehvery media and 

their ability to leara using the media have been shown to be key determinants in 

predicting studem motivation and success in traditional classroom instruaional 

environments (Claik & Salomon, 1986). This issue has not been examined in much 

depOi or regularity in relation to how students' leaning style preferences and learning 

environments may affea their learning outcomes in distance education settings. The 

purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of students' preferred learning style 

and leaning environmem on student acUevement of {diysical therapy graduate students 

enrolled in a distance education course. 

To determine the effects of preferred leaning style and leaning environment on 

achievement of physical therapy graduate students in two leaning environments, 

(synchronized interactive television (ITV) versus asynchronous computer-aided 

instruction (CAI)), the following research questions and hypotheses are devetoped. 



1. What effea does leaning enviroiiment( CAI vs. ITV) have on achievement as 

measured by mean score on a test covering Electrocardiograin(EKG)? 

2. What effea does preferred learning style (Diverger vs. Converger vs 

Assimilator vs. Accommodator) have on achievement as measured by mean 

score on a test covering the EKG? 

3. Were there interaaion effects between learning environment and prefeired 

learning style on achievement as measured by means score on a test covering 

the EKG? 

Research Hvpotheses 

The following hypotheses are generated based on the identified questions'" 

1 Hypothesis (H1 o): There will be no significant effea of learning environment 

on achievement score as measured by mean score on the achievement test. 

2. Hypothesis (H2o): There will be no significant effea of preferred learning 

style on achievement score as measured by mean score on the achievement 

test. 

3. Hypothesis (H3o); There will be no significant interaction effea between 

learning environment and preferred learning style on achievement as 

measured by mean score on the achievement test. 

Rationale 

This research expands the knowledge base concerning learning style, learning 

environment, and its relationship to student achievement of physical therapy graduate 

students. All students can benefit from a responsive learning environment and from the 

enhancement ofthe learning skills (Keefe & Ferrel, 1990). No educational program can 



be successful without attention to the personal learning needs of individual students. A 

single approach to instmaion, whether traditional or innovative, singly does not do the 

job (Keefe, 1984). 

Physical therapy instruaors may benefit from an understanding of learning style 

preference. Although students' learning style preferences tend to differ from that of their 

instruaors, academic achievement was enhanced when the two correspond (Miller, 

1984), and when instruaional techniques congruent with students' preference were 

seleaed (Dunn T. & Griggs, 1989). 

The findings of this study may support facuhy development programs designed to 

increase awareness of learning style differences and equip faculty to meet the diverse 

learning needs ofthe students. The information generated by the study may also serve to 

expand the learning style knowledge base. Although learning style preference and 

academic achievement in higher education has been the focus of extensive research, 

physical therapy graduate students have rarely served as the sample. This research will 

shed further Ught on the learning style preferences of this specific population. 

The results of this study identified ways to more effeaively design and implement 

distance learning systems based on how leaner charaaeristics affea learning outcomes. 

The findings of this research also had particular significance to the field of instnctional 

design and technology and to educational psychology. This study looked for an Aptitude 

Treatment Interaaion to give direaion to further research and praaical ways of 

improving instmaion. In other words, this study investigated how preferred learning 

style (aptitude) affeaed leaning outcome in two multimedia learning environments 

(treatment). 
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Definition of Terms 

Aptitude. Defined as any characteristic of a person that forecasts his/her 

probability of success (Cronbach & Snow, 1981). Cronbach and Snow do not confme 

their intent to "aptitude tests"; personality, as well as ability, influences responses to a 

given kind of situation. 

Asvnchronous Communication between 2 or more individuals in which neither 

sender or receiver "discuss" at the same time. 

CAI Learning Environment This leaning environment is characterized by self-

paced, independent learning experience, which incorporates a researcher-developed 

multimedia CD-ROM software package featuring video, simulations, graphics and text. 

This environment emphasizes student-computer interaaion and is a flexible schedule 

(asynchronous). 

Computer Mediated Communication. General term describing human 

communication facilitated by the computers; it encompasses e-mail, chat rooms, 

elearonic bulletin boards, access to on-line databases, remote sharing of computers, file 

sharing and computer conferencing both synchronous and asynchronous. 

Distance Education Svstem (DE system). Theinfrastructureof the leaning 

environment. This might include one or more traditional and/or technological 

components (e.g., print materials, satellite, computer networks, ITV classrooms). 

Host Campus. The campus from which the distance education experiences are 

planned and delivered. 



Interaaion. Mutual or reciprocal action or influence. In the present study, 

interaaion is said to be present when a learning environment has one effea on one type 

of leaner and a different effea on another type of leaner 

ITV Leaning Environment. This learning environment is characterized by 

expository leaure/demonstration format utilizing live, student-instruaor interaaion via 

Interaaive Television, may include videotape, computer presentations, electronic chalk 

board, and overheads (flexicam). Unlike CAI environment, ITV is a fixed environment 

with instnaor and student interaaing in a synchronous manner. 

Leaning Environment is the instructional delivery systems For the purpose of 

this study, Interaaive Television (ITV) environment and Computer Aided Instnaional 

(CAI) environment were the learning environments 

Learning Stvle. The individual's characteristic means of perceiving and 

processing information (Kolb, 1976). Learning Style is similar to cognitive style in most 

regards, but context is more specific— "student's consistent way of responding and using 

stimuli in the context of learning" (Claxton & Ralston (1978). 

Multimedia/Hvpermedia. Multimedia displays data in multiple formats (text, 

images, animations, video, voice, sound, and music). It is interaaive in that users can 

move through the data selecting their path and their preferred modes of learning. 

Hypermedia is multimedia with associations among the data. 

Remote Students. Students receiving the distance education who are not 

physically present on the campus that transmits the learning materials and aaivities. They 

could be geographically dispersed, or clustered at one or more sites. 



Treatment. Cronbach and Snow (1981) give the term "treatment" a broad 

meaning. The term covers any manipulable variable, which may include classroom 

environment or teacher charaaeristics. 
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CHAPTER n 

REVIEW OF UTERATURE 

Distance Education 

Introduaion 

We are living in an age of rapkl change in all areas of life and the area of higher 

education is no exception. Contributing to this change is the inaeasing number of 

Off-campus students who are seeking post-secondary education. Many schools depend 

on adjuna and temporary facuhy to teach courses, particularly off-campus courses. 

Technology is now available which may prove to be a potential remedy for these 

problems. While not a panacea, distance education, through interaaive television, may 

be an effeaive alternative for instnaional dehvery. Interaaive television is now a part 

ofthe new information technology for dehvering instmaion throughout the worW. 

Reasons for using distance education range from offering courses to wider audiences and 

saving travel time for both students and faculty, to provkling better services to the 

community. Currently, decision-makers in higher education are expending resources to 

implement FTV and move their institutions to the forefront of this developmg, innovative 

instnaional dehvery system (Schlosser, C. A. & Anderson M. L., 1994). 

In this study, the efieas of learning style and learning environment on student 

achievement were examined. This literature review covers three areas; (1) current 

praaices in distance education, (2) research in distance education/muhimedia learning 

environments and (3) research on learning style, learning environment and its effects on 

student achievement. 
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Current Praaices in Distance Education 

Hanson, et al. (1996) published a comprehensive review of distance education 

literature. This seaion summarized relevant information from their fmdings related to 

the definitions of distance education. This review begins with a discussion on the past 

and emerging definitions of distance education. 

Definition of Distance Education 

The U.S. Department of Education's Office of Educational Research and 

Improvement (Bmder, 1989) defmed distance education as "the appUcation of 

telecommunications and electronic devices which enabled students and learner to receive 

instmaion that originated from some distant location" (p. 30). Typically, the leaner was 

given the capacity to interaa with the instraaor ofthe program direaly and the 

opportunity to meet with the instnrtor on a periodic basis. However, this is only one of 

the defmitions of distance education. Keegan (1988a) analyzed several defmitions and 

identified six common elements of these defmitions; 

1. Separation of teacher and leaner; 

2. Influence of an educational organization; 

3. Use of technical media; 

4. Provision of two-way communication; 

5. Possibility of occasional meetings; and 

6. Participation in an industrialized form of education (p. 30). 
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Garrison and Shale (1987) argued that in Ught of unpredictable and rapid change 

in technology, emerging definitions of distance education should be considered. Edwards 

(1995) used the term "open leaning" as a way of describing distance education in the 

contemporary world of unpredictable change and diversity. Edwards saw distance 

education and open learning as two distina approaches to education. While he did not 

defme the two, he stated that distance education provided distance learning opportunities 

using mass-produced courseware to a mass marka. On the other hand, open learning 

placed emphasis on the current specific needs and/or markets available. Open learning 

recognized the local requirements and differences instead of dehvering a pre-estabhshed 

curriculum. Edwards stated that this could occur outside ofthe traditional organization of 

education. 

Advancement in technology also resulted in another redefmition of distance 

education. Virtual electronic classrooms made it possible to do interpersonal 

communication and face-to-face interaaion when teaching at a distance. Based on the 

concept of virtual elearonic classrooms, Simonson and Schlosser, (1995) suggested the 

redefinition of distance education; 

Distance education implies formal institutionally-based educational aaivities 
where the teacher and learner are normally separated from each other in location 
but not normally separated in time, and where two-way interaaive 
telecommunication systems are used for sharing video, data, and voice 
instmaioa (p. 13) 

This redefinition based on maturing technologies suggests that the concept of time 

is becoming relatively unimportant and instead of looking at definitions that differentiate 

distance education from the rest ofthe education, it is time to examine the ways in which 

two converge. 
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Theorv of Distance Education 

A theory is a representation of everything that we know about something (Moore 

& Kearsley, 1996). Theory gives us a common framework, a common perspeaive, and 

common vocabularies that help us ask questions in a sensible way. The development and 

study of distance education were hampered by the lack of a generally accepted theory of 

distance education. Although forms of distance education were in existence since the 

1840's, the need for theory base for distance education was still largely unfulfilled in the 

1970's. Moreover, the traditional distance education theories continued to be revised due 

to rapidly changing technologies (Holmberg, 1995a). In the following sections, a brief 

description ofthe traditional theories followed by current theoretical concepts foimd in 

recent distance education Uterature will be presented. 

Keegan (1986) classified theory of distance education into three groups; 

1. theory of independence and autonomy, 

2. theory of industrialization of teaching, and 

3. theory of interaaion and communication. 

Theory of Independent Study 

Wedemeyer and Lofstrom (1990) state that the essence of distance education was 

the independence ofthe student. He preferred to use the term "independent study" for 

distance education at the college or university level. He believed that relationship 

between student and teacher was the key to the success of distance education. 

In the early 1970's, Moore was attraaed by the idea of leamer independence and 

the possibility that distance could aaually be beneficial for independence ofthe leaner. 
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For Moore distance was composed of two elements, each of which could be measured. 

The term dialog was used to describe two-way communication between leamer and 

teacher and stmcture referted to the extent to which an educational program would be 

responsive to the needs the leaner. In the second part of his theory, Moore addressed the 

issue of leamer autonomy. He noted that since there was a gap that existed between 

teacher and student in distance education, students were expeaed to assume a high 

degree of responsibility in setting objeaives, choosing methods of instnaion, and 

evaluating outcome. 

Theory of Industrialization of Teaching 

Otto Paers of Germany (1988) viewed distance education as an industrialized 

form of teaching and leaning. Peters suggested that distance education allowed 

principles of economic and industrial theories to be apphed in the design and delivery of 

instmaion. Paers concluded that principle ofthe division of labor is an integral part of 

distance teaching. 

Theory of Interaaion and Communication 

Hohnberg (1985) proposed his theory of interaaion and communication, which 

he called "guided didaaic conversation." Hohnberg offered seven " background 

assumptions " for his theory. He beUeved that the core of teaching was the interaaion 

between teaching and learning parties. He proposed that emotional mvolvement in the 

study and feelings of personal relation between the teaching and learning parties would 

lead to learning pleasure that would further enhance student motivation and learning. 

Realizing the inherent weaknesses in his theory, Holmberg (1995a) proposed a 
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comprehensive theory incorporating eight components. His new theory of distance 

education addressed issues such as leaner autonomy, life-long leaning, personal 

relations and learning pleasure. 

Finally, Hillary Perraton (1988) presented her theory of distance education 

incorporating major elements from existing theories. She described her theory in the 

form of 14 statements or hypotheses. Five statements described the way distance 

education could be used to maximize education. For example, distance teaching could 

reach audiences who would not be reached by ordinary means. The next four statements 

addressed the need to increase dialogue. Perraton stated that in distance education, the 

tutor's role was changed from being a communicator of information to that of a facilitator 

of learning. The remaining five statements described issues concerning method. She 

hypothesized that multimedia program was likely to be more effeaive than one which 

relied on a single medium. She emphasized the need for feedback and a system's 

approach to make distance education efficient and effeaive. 

A review of recent literature on theories of distance education revealed several 

new theoretical concepts in the context of emerging technologies. These concepts 

included transaaional distance, interaaion, leaner control, and social presence. A brief 

summary of these concepts will be described next. 

Current Theoretical Concepts in Distance Education 

Moore (1990) coined the term "transaaional distance." Moore's concept of this 

term encompassed the distance that existed in all educational relationships. This distance 

was daennined by the amoimt of dialogue that occurred between the learner and the 
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instmaor, and the amount of stmcture that existed in the design ofthe course. The 

distance was not daermined by geography but by the relationship between dialogue and 

stmcture. Greater transaaional distance occurred when an educational program had more 

stmcture and less student-teacher dialogue. 

A second theoretical constma that received much attention in the theoretical 

literature was that of interaaion. Moore proposed three types of interaaion, which were 

essential in distance education. Leamer-instmaor interaaion provided motivation, 

feedback, and dialogue between teacher and student. Leamer-content interaaion was the 

method by which the student obtained intellectual information from the material. 

Leaner-leaner interaaion was the exchange of information, ideas, and dialogue that 

occiured between students about the course. 

Hillman, Willis, and Gunawarda (1994) expanded the concept of interaction and 

added a fourth component, leaner-interface interaaion, to the model. Interaaion 

between the leaner and technology was a aitical component ofthe model. Leaners who 

lacked basic skills in the communication medium spent inordinate amounts of time 

learning to interaa with the technology and had less time to lean the lesson. The 

researchers proposed that the instnaional designer must include leaner-interface 

interaaions, which would enable the reader to have successful interaaions with the 

mediating technology. 

A third concept in current distance education Uterature was that of independence 

and leaner control. Studies that examined the locus of control (Altmann & Arambasich 

1982; Rotter, 1989) concluded that students with an intenal locus of control were more 

likely to persist in their education; and students with an extenal locus of control were 
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likely to become dropouts. Baynton (1992) developed a model to examine the concept of 

control as it was defmed by independence, competence, and support. Author argued that 

control was more than independence. It required a balance between three faaors: a 

learner's independence (the opportunity to make choices), competence (ability and skill), 

and support (both human and material). Baynton conduaed a faaor analysis of these 

theoretical constmas that confirmed the significance of these three factors. 

FinaUy, the importance of social context in which learning took place was an 

emerging area of research. How did social environment affea motivation, attitudes, 

teaching, and learning? There was a widespread notion that technology was culturally 

neutral, and it could be used easily in variety of settings. However, technology-based 

learning aaivities were frequently used without attention to the impaa on the local social 

environment. 

One social factor particularly significant to distance educators was the social 

presence, the degree to which a person felt "socially present" in a mediated situation. 

The notion was that social presence was inherent in the medium itself, and technologies 

offered participants varying degrees of "social presence" (Short, Williams & Christie, 

1976). Hackman and WaUcer (1990) studied leaners in an interaaive television class and 

foimd that cues given to students, such as encoiu'aging gestures, smiles, and praise, were 

social faaors that enhanced both the students' satisfaaion and their perceptions of 

learning. They suggested that such as social presence deserved fimher investigation. 

One indication ofthe impaa of change in the distance education theory was the 

Fordist/post-Fordist debate (Hanson et al., 1996). Fordism and post-Fordism were the 

terms bortowed from industrial sociology to classify the opposing views ofthe debate. 
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This debate dealt with changes in the praaice of distance education. In general, Fordist 

emphasized central administration and mass produaion of curriculum Due to changes in 

the marka, the Fordist paradigm was unable to respond quickly to the needs ofthe 

society. On the other hand, the post-Fordist paradigm focused on consumers with 

decentralized, demoaatic administration. In this paradigm, teachers had a high 

responsibility to respond to the individual needs ofthe student. The central issue in both 

of these paradigms was the changing views about how people leaned. The Fordist 

approach was based in behaviorism learning theory in which knowledge was delivered to 

the leamer. On the other hand, the post-Fordist position took a constnaivist approach to 

learning in which individuals gave meaning to the world through experience. With the 

rapidly changing technology, theories and praaices of distance education would continue 

to be contested. In summary, although there were numerous attempts to formulate a 

theory of distance education, the changing and diverse environment in which distance 

education was being practiced inhibited the development of a single theory. 

In the foUowing seaion, a brief overview of research in distance education 

followed by some relevant studies in multimedia environments will be described. 

Research in Distance Education 

A review ofthe early research in distance education revealed that much ofthe 

studies focused on comparison between delivery media such as television, video, or 

computer and traditional face to face teaching. Most of these media conqiarison studies 

found no significant difference in learning (Moore & Kearsly, 1996; Schlosser & 

Anderson, 1994; Whittington, 1987). Based on the results ofthe media comparison 
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studies, Clark (1984) made the foUowing observation; Learning gains came from 

adequate instnaional design and praaice, not from the medium used to deUver the 

instnaion. Other researchers like Kozma (1994) debated this issue in depth and argued 

that media influenced learning in a positive manner. However, emerging technologies 

forced a redefinition of distance education. The focus of research shifted to a more 

leaner-centered approach. The researchers were not merely looking at achievement, but 

were examining leaner attributes, perceptions, individual differences and how these 

contributed to the overaU learning outcome. As stated earUer, this study was designed 

not to daermine which instnaional medium was better than the other, but to investigate 

how preferred learning style (traits) interaaed with learning environment to influence 

learning outcome. A review ofthe research done in distance education, specifically on 

questions under the current study, is presented next. 

Muhimedia Leaning Environments 

Two-way television aUows students and instnaors to interaa face-to-face and is 

the closest match to traditional classroom instnaion. Interaaive instnctional television 

(rrV) systems may use a combination of "instnaional television fixed service" (ffFS) 

and point-to-point miaowave. They can transmit either two-way video and two-way 

audio or one-way video and two-way audio, to several distant locations. Interaaive 

television systems also use satellite, fiber optics, or compressed video to extend the 

traditional classroom. One ofthe muhimedia learning environments used in this study 

was interaaive television with capabilities to transmit two-way video and two-way audio 

to three distant locations. 
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The second multimedia learning environment used in this study was a researcher-

developed interaaive muhimedia CD-ROM. CD-ROM is one ofthe most promising 

emerging technologies for educatioiL A good example of how CD-ROM could affea 

education was the creation of a graduate media design course developed by the CoUege 

of Education of Arizona State University, With the help of a grant from the Intel 

Corporation, this course was redesigned and transferted to CD-ROM. The entire class 

and aU supporting materials are now available to students (Technology Based Learning, 

1994). 

This study used an interaaive CD-ROM package on the Electrocardiogram for 

health care students as one ofthe leaning environments. This investigator failed to 

identify any studies that evaluated flie effeaiveness of this medium to teach basic 

electrocardiogram Therefore, it was relevant and appropriate to use CD-ROM 

multimedia packages as one level of learning environment (CAI) in this study because it 

is one ofthe most promising ofthe rapidly emerging technologies in education and 

interaaive EKG-CD ROM's are gaining popularity among heath care praaitioners. In 

the foUowing seaion, a summary ofthe results of studies conduaed using these two 

muhimedia learning environments was described. 

Studies in Interaaive Television (ITV) 

In their 1987 study of student perceptions ofthe effeaiveness of graduate coUege 

courses taught via the TI-IN sateUite system. Barker and Flatten (1988) documented the 

foUowing resuhs. A slim majority of students (53.8 percent) feh that the course 

maintained their interest as weU as the traditionally taught course. SUghtly more students 
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(56 percent) said they prefeired regular classroom instruction, whUe to two-thirds ofthe 

students said they would be interested in enrolling in sateUite-deUvered courses. There 

was Umited interaction between students and instmctor with an average of only 6.5 calls 

from each site during the entire 13-session (three hours each) course. One faaor that 

may have limited the number of calls was the inabiUty of some sites to receive aU the 

broadcasts due to technical problems related to the system 

The above study provided some insights into the student's perceptions ofthe 

effeaiveness of this instnctional delivery system However, this study failed to provide 

an objeaive evaluation of leaning outcome based on achievement score. The current 

study used tme score achieved in a unit of course to determine effeaiveness ofthe 

multimedia environments. 

In their study. Barker and Flatten concluded that satellite-delivered instmaion 

provided a useful service for geographicaUy isolated students, and that it was preferable 

to older methods of distance instmaion, such as traveling professors, non-interaaive 

television, or correspondence study. However, sateUite dehvery of instmaion, in their 

view, was not "a substitute for the traditional classroom instmaion if such instmaion is 

available. This is not to criticize satellite courses. We beUeve that what stiU woiics best 

is a quaUfied, weU-prepared teacher in a classroom" (p. 49). The resuhs ofthe above 

study showed that sateUite-deUvered system was a usefiil media of instmaion, but 

conclusions were based on the subjeaive evaluation ofthe leaning environment. 

Martin and Rainey (1993) conpared the achievement of high school students 

taught anatomy and physiology via sateUite with the achievement of their peers who were 

taught the same material in a traditional classroom The researchers found that, while 
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there were no significant differences between the two groups in their attitude towards the 

course material, the achievement ofthe distance education students on the post-test was 

significantly higher than that ofthe traditionaUy-taught students. 

This study was significant in that it used tne score received in a post-test as 

achievement score. This study demonstrated that this medium of instmaion was better 

than traditional methods. However, as stated earher in this chapter, focus of research in 

distance education today shifted from media comparison to attributes of media and 

faaors that affeaed learning outcome. 

Egan a al. (1992) compared student attitude toward distance and traditional 

education as weU as between two types of distance education. When conventional 

instnaion was compared with Uve, interaaive television, conventional instmaion 

received significantly higher student ratings for organization ofthe course and clarity of 

course content, relevance of course objeaives to the class sessions, integration of text and 

assignments, and value of visual materials and text saeens. 

The above studies showed that research studies on interaaive television 

environment produced mixed resuhs; for example, Martin and Rainey (1993) concluded 

that distance education students achieved better in a post-test conq>ared to traditional 

students. The mixed results might reflea an ability of most students to adapt and lean 

effeaively from various media, 

Souder (1993) compared the effeaiveness of traditional versus distance (sateUite-

deUvered) instmaion in three master's degree programs. Traditional classroom 

instmaion was used to teach students at the Georgia Institute of Technology and the 

University of Alabama in Huntsville. Students enroUed in the National University 
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received the same instmction via sateUite, Mean exam scores for aU three groups were 

quite high, more than 90 on a 100-point scale. However, the NTU (distance) students 

scored significantly higher on the exam than the Georgia Tech students. The University 

of Alabama's students' scores feU inthe middle. The higher scores ofthe NTU students, 

the author suggests, may be explained by "age and experience," advantages peculiar to 

that group (p. 40). 

Rheiner & Green (1991) investigated some aspeas of interaaion that took place 

in a nursing coiffse deUvered simultaneously to three campuses by interaaive television. 

Students' perceptions about the experience, student achievement, teacher and course 

evaluations, and student learning style were examined for possible relationships. 

Analysis of data revealed no significant difference on examination scores among three 

groups. The Kolb LSI identified student learning style preferences; ANOVA indicated 

that students who preferted involvement with people achieved significantly lower scores 

than did students who were more task oriented. 

One ofthe learning environments used in the current study was interaaive 

television. The results ofthe above study demonstrated that learning style played a role 

in how stodents learned when instmaion was deUvered through interaaive television. 

Unlike the above study, the current study examined how two multimedia learning 

environments (synchronous interaaive television versus asynchronous computed aided 

instmaion) affeaed learning outcome. 

The results ofthe above study were consistent with previous studies except that 

participants were graduate students. From aU the studies discussed earUer in this seaion. 
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it was evident that ITV was an effeaive medium of instmction. However, research 

produced mixed resuhs. 

Donna Gee (1990) examined the effeas of prefeired learning style variables on 

student motivation, academic achievement, attitude, and course complaion rate of 26 

graduate students enroUed in distance education via the Interaaive Television network 

known as HealthNa, This study was note-worthy in that the proposed research used 

HealthNet as one ofthe learning environments to examine the effea of learning style and 

learning environment on achievement, A brief description and fmdings of this study was 

given next, 

Subjeas were 26 education majors enroUed in a graduate learning resources 

course in spring of 1990, Subjeas were self-assigned to one of two groups (on-campus 

classroom or distance education remote classroom) based on their enroUment in one of 

two course dehvery sites. The on-can^us group consisted of 9 subjeas enroUed in the 

on-campus classroom seaion ofthe course who attended the classes at the Health 

Sciences Center located at Texas Tech University. The distance education remote 

classroom group was comprised of 17 subjeas who enroUed in the off-campus seaion of 

the course and attended classes at a remote class room site located 150 miles south of 

main campus. 

The Canfield Learning Style inventory was used to identify preferted learning 

style; pretest and post test were used to measure subjerts' perception ofthe degree of 

their knowledge of course content after instmaion and their mastery of skills related to 

the objeaive ofthe course after instmaion, A course foUow-up survey was used to 

measure subjeas' attitudes about the learning experience, 
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An analysis of variance showed no significant difference in on-campus aixl 

Off-campus students' academic achievement or attitude. Percentage rates were used to 

report complaion rates, academic achievement scores, and attitude scores of students' 

preferted leaning style groups. There was no difference in the coiu'se completion rates 

within the on-campus and off-campus learning style groups. However, difference did 

occur within the leaning style groups in academic achievement and attitude. 

The major limitations ofthissmdy were: (l)Tliis study was limited to subjeas' 

interpretation of their knowledge of instnctional objeaives on the pre- and post-scores; 

and (2) smaU sample size CN=26) Umited the statistical power. In the present study, tne 

score obtained in a single unit of course was used to measure student achievement. 

Kolb's LSI (1985) was used to identify preferted leaning styles ofthe participants. In 

addition, the participants in the curtent study consisted of a homogenous group of 

graduate students majoring in physical therapy. 

Computer assisted instnaion (CAI) served as the second leaning environment in 

this study. Few relevant studies using interaaive multimedia as mode of instnaion wiU 

be described next. 

Studies in Computer-Assisted Instmction (CAI) 

Ester (1992) conqjared the effeaiveness of computer-assisted instmaion and a 

lecture approach in the teaching of vocal anatomy and fimaion to undergraduate music 

students with different leaning styles. Results revealed significant interaaion between 

instruaional approach and preferted learning style ofthe student. Abstraa leaners 
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demonstrated significantly higher achievement when paired with the lecture approach, 

while conaae leamers performed equaUy weU with lecture and CAI instmaion. 

The above study was relevant in that it utilized CAI as an instnaional approach. 

In the current study, an interaaive multimedia CD-ROM served as the second learning 

environment the results demonstrated interaaive effea of leaning style and instnaional 

approach on academic performance. The results ofthe above study showed that preferted 

learning style ofthe leamer was an important faaor to consider in instnaional design. 

Van Vuren (1992) investigated the effea of matching learning styles and 

instmaion upon academic achievement of smdents receiving an interaaive learning 

experience in chemistry. The purpose ofthe study was to isolate four basic leaning 

styles, design style-specific instnaion, and test their effeas upon student academic 

achievement levels in an interaaive learning environment. The resuhs of an analysis of 

variance indicated a significant difference between academic achievement test scores for 

each ofthe freatment groups, which received a matched tutorial and academic 

achievement test scores for control group, which received an unmatched tutorial. This 

study showed that academic achievement gains could be obtained in imderstanding 

chemical titration through the use of an interaaive learning environment when 

style-specific instmaion was provided. 

This study demonstrated the importance of style-specific instmaion when 

choosing interaaive leaning environment. In the ciurent study, participants received 

instmaion in basic electrocardiogram via an interaaive CD-ROM package. Unlike the 

above study, the ciurent study used two different interaaive learning environments: 

asynchronous computer aided instmaion via interaaive CD-ROM and synchronous, 
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interaaive television instmaion by primary investigator of this study. The ciurent study 

was designed to explore how these two leaning environments interaaed with preferted 

leaning style and how it afleaed the learning outcome. 

Bauer (1994) examined the relationship among elements of individual learning 

style, mode of instmaion, and the achievement levels of coUege music appreciation 

students. Two modes of instmaion investigated were a CD-ROM tutorial and an 

expository teaching method. Results indicated a significant interaaive effea between 

achievement, preferted learning style, and teaching method. 

In the present study, a researcher devolved interaaive CD-ROM on basic 

electrocardiogram was used as one ofthe learning environments. The above style 

demonstrated that leaning style and mode of instmaion mfluenced learning outcome and 

further investigation to explore this question was wartanted. Unhke the above study, 

participants in the ciurent study were graduate students from a health care profession 

enroUed in distance education. 

McDonald (1996) conduaed a study to daermine the impaa of multimedia 

instmaion upon student achievement and attitudes and relationship with Kolb's Learning 

Styles. The participants in this study included students from "Heahhy Lifestyles 100" at 

the University of Nebraska at Lincob during the spring semester of 1996. Findings of 

the study included; (1) There was no statisticaUy significant difference for achievement 

by preferted learning style; (2) a statisticaUy significant difference was found for student 

attitude toward multimedia instnaion by one of Kolb's learning style types; and (3) a 

statistically significant main effea was found for student attitude toward multimedia 

instmction by student achievement and preferted learning style. 
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Similar to the cmrent study, the study described above utilized muhimedia for 

instmaion and Kolb's LSI to determine the preferted leaning style types. The results of 

the above studies produced mixed results. Moreover, participants in the above study were 

undergraduate students enroUed in a traditional coUege course. UnUke the above study, 

the present study investigated the efieas of two multimedia learning environments and 

learning style on achievement of graduate students using tne score as achievement 

measure. As Cronbach and Snow (1981) suggested, the tme score achieved in a course 

was more sensitive to determine achievement rather than grade point average received in 

a course. 

Review of recent literature indicated that researchers were not merely looking at 

achievement, but were examining leamer attributes and perceptions as well as interaaion 

patten and how these contributed to the overaU learning environment. Few studies that 

investigated the different attributes of technology and its effects on interaction are 

presented next. 

Tuckey (1993) conducted a study to analyze two forms of communication 

technology. The elearonic white board, a form of synchronous audio conferencing, and 

asynchronous computer conferencing were reviewed. The students met in smaU groups 

with aural presence ofthe instnctor. This enhanced opportunities for social interaaion, 

mutual support, and coUaborative learning. The conputer-conferencing group permitted 

only text-based communication. CoUaborative learning was difficult due to the 

asynchronous nature of this technology. The author concluded that, since each form of 

communication has its advantages, there was need to review the attributes of technology 

used in distance education. Visuals channels may be more important in subjects such as 
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mathematics and the sciences, whereas computer conferencing may be more suitable in 

are areas requiring extensive discourse (Tuckey, 1993). 

Ahen and Repman (1994) examined two different dehvery technologies and the 

effea on interaaion. In their first study, these researchers analyzed videotapes of a class 

dehvery using two-way audio/two-way video technology. Levels of teacher-student 

interaaion were identified. The percentage of questions asked was divided almost 

equaUy between students and teachers. 

In their second study, Ahen and Repman (1994) examined computer-mediated 

communication systems and the impaa on interaaion. Two versions of software were 

developed for this study. The first used a graphic-based discussion map, while the 

second was a more traditional text version. " Students in the graphic interface produced 

significantly more message than students using the textual inter-face" (p. 541). 

In summary, comparing the achievement of distance leaners to fraditional 

leaners or between distance leaners using different technologies generaUy showed no 

significance difl'erence. The emerging technologies forced a redefinition of distance 

education. In the Ught of rapidly changing technological advances, distance education 

research agenda shifted to a more leamer-centered approach. In spite ofthe Umitations of 

the past studies, the foUowing conclusion could be made from the research Uterature: 

distance education was just as effeaive as traditional education in regards to leaner 

outcome and each form of distance education technology had it own advantages and 

disadvantages in contributing to the overaU quaUty ofthe leaning experience. Hanson a 

al. (1996) suggested that future research should focus on different populations and 

psychological and social attributes ofthe leaner, 
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Learning Stvle Research 

This study is designed to daermine whether two multimedia learning 

environments interaaed with preferted learning style ofthe participants and how it 

influence the learning outcome. Learning Style has been identified as a one ofthe faaors 

that can influence learning in interaaive multimedia learning enviromnents (Billings & 

Cobb, 1992), In the present study, Kolb's learning style model is used to determine the 

preferted learning style ofthe participants. In the foUowing seaions, a review of 

literature on experiential learning theory, learning style models and relationship between 

learning style and academic achievement will be presented. 

Experiential Learning Theorv 

Since the days of ancient Greek philosophers, theories have abounded regarding 

how people leaned. Educational researchers and philosophers alike posed numerous 

explanations as to how new information was assimilated (Dewey, 1916). Early leaning 

theorists beUeved that knowledge was acquired solely through the reasoning process. 

John Locke disagreed; he revolutionized seventeenth century educational thought by 

emphasizing the vital role of experience in the leaning process. Such philosophers 

included John Dewey from the early twentiah century, who extoUed experience as an 

important element in learning, while his Swiss contemporary, Jean Piaget, explained 

learning in terms of leaps through developmental stages. Later, during the mid-twentieth 

century, Kurt Lewin promoted experiential learning through his pioneer work in field 

psychology. Carl Jung, his Swiss contemporary, explained variations in personal 

behavior through psychological types. These philosophies served as a basis for David 
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Kolb's Experiential Learning Theory, which was introduced in the 1960's. A brief 

overview of learning style models foUowed by a detaUed description of Kolb's model is 

presented in the foUowing seaioa 

Learning Stvle Models 

Learning style research help to explain how people lean. Learning style was 

defmed as indicator of how one perceived, interaaed with, and processed new 

information (Keefe, 1984). Interest in individual learning style existed in ancient times; 

25,00 years ago, leaners were described as being aaive or passive, emotional or 

thoughtful (FisseU, 1984). Throughout the twentieth century, interest in learning styles 

continued, but interest declined in the early 1960's, when research showed a positive 

relationship between student achievement and inteUigence. Interest resurged after CarroU 

showed the benefits of using a variety of teaching approaches. His study showed that 

students had a variety of learning style preferences, implying that teachers had some 

responsibility for adapting material to match students' learning needs (Henson & 

Borthwick, 1984). 

An onion analogy was used to organize information about university-level 

learning style research, the layers being conparable to various levels of a person's traits 

or style (Curry, 1983; Claxton & MurteU, 1987) (Figure 2.1). At the core were the 

individual's personality charaaeristics; the second layer was information processing 

which described how one processed new informatioiL The third layer involved social 

interaaion, describmg the student's modes of behavior in classroom, and the outer layer 
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was instnaional preference. The traits nearer the core were more stable, while the outer 

layers were more susceptible to change. 

A variay of instmments or models existed for measuring traits in each layer. 

Claxton and MmreU reviewed numerous learning style models, classifying thei fmdings 

thus: (1) models related to personaUty, (2) models focusing on information processing, 

(3) models designed to measure social interaaion preference, and (4) instnaional 

preference models. A brief overview of learning style model and a daaUed description 

ofthe Kolb's model used in this study is presented next. 

A general framework of leaning style models is shown in Figure 2.1. As 

mentioned earUer, at the core ofthe onion was basic charaaeristics ofthe personality. 

Claxton and MmreU described five models in this category; field-dependence and field-

independence model, the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator, the refleaion-versus-impulsivity 

model, the Omnibus PersonaUty inventory, and the HoUand typology of personality. The 

first two were frequently cited in literature related to learning-style research. 

The second layer was information processing which described how one processed 

information. Claxton and MurteU (1987) included five learning style models in this 

category including the Pask model, the Siegel and Siegel model, the Schmeck model, 

Kolb's model, and Gregorc's model. The Kolb and Gregorc models were cited in curtent 

learning style research related to academic achievement in higher education. 

The third layer involved social interaaion. Claxton and MurteU (1987) included 

the foUowing in this category: Mann's model, Grasha and Reichmann's model, 

Fuhnnann and Jacobs' model, and Bison's model 
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The outermost layer in this framework was a instnaional preference model. In 

this category, Claxon and MurteU (1987) described the HUl model and the Canfield 

model. The Canfield Learning Style Inventory was noted in related learning style 

literature. In this study, Kolb's learning style Inventory was used to daermine the 

preferted learning styles ofthe participants. As described previously, Kolb's model is 

included in the information-processing category. A detailed description ofthe kolb's 

model is presented next. 

Iiutruclional Prelirtnci 

Sociil Inferaction 

Informatfon Pr«c«»fn; 

PerjoMlflv 

Figure 2,1. Framework of Leaning Style Models (Claxton & MmreU, 1987, p, 7), 
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The Kolb's Model 

The learning theories of Locke, Dewey, Piget, Lewin, and Jung served as a basis 

for experiential leaning theory, which Kolb introduced, in the early 1960's, Kolb's 

theory emphasized the values of experiencing and of learning experiences. The 

phenomenon of leanmg, Kolb maintained, was much broader than producing a produa; 

learning involved continuous cycUcal process charaaerized by foiu' different learning 

skills. As could be seen from Figure 2.2, learning began with concrete experience skills 

(CE) which served as a basis for refleaion and observation (RO). As a result ofthe 

reflection/observation process, the leaner formulated abstraa concepts, generalizations, 

and hypotheses in the abstract conceptualization stage (AC) which were tested fiirther in 

active experimentation (AE). 

Conaae Experience 

Testing Implications of Observations and 
Concepts in New Reflections 

Situations 

Formation of Abstract Concepts 
and Generalizations 

Figure 2.2. Experiential Learning Model, Kolb, 1985, p. 9). 

After repeated experiences with the learning process, leaners began to acquire a 

preference for one ofthe stages. Ya, in order to be an effective and versatUe leaner, one 
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must be able to connea with the leaning process at various stages on the model (Smith 

&Kolb, 1986). 

Further examination ofthe experiential leaning model (Figure 2.3) revealed that 

Kolb's leaning theory described two sas of abilities, each set composed of polar 

opposite quaUties. The model's vertical line represented the concrete-abstraa dimension 

of learning, and the horizontal line represented the aaive-refleaive dimension of learning 

(Kolb, 1984; Smith & Kolb, 1986). 

Concrete 

Active Reflective 

Abstract 

Figure 2.3. Concrete-Abstraa and Aaive-Refleaive Dimensions 
(Kolb, 1985, p. 9). 

In the experiential learning theory, Kolb incorporated learning theories from John 

Locke, John Dewey, Jean Piaget, Kurt Lewin, and Carl Jung. Kolb's experiential 

learning theory refleaed Dewey's emphasis on leaning via experience; the Aaive-

Refleaive Dimension of Kolb's model refleaed John Locke's belief that learning was a 
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two-part cycle, composed of aaive and passive stages. The four stages in Kolb's 

learning cycle were based upon Piaget's four stages of cognitive development, and 

Lewin's influence was seen in the cycUcal stages ofthe model. 

As discussed previously, Kolb described learning as a cyclical process 

charaaerized by four modes (Figure 2.4). 

Concrete 

Accommodator 

Active 

Converger 

Diverger 

Reflective 

AssimUator 

Abstract 

Figure 2.4. Learning Style Type Grid (Kolb, 1985, p. 13). 

Although a leaner utUized each mode, Kolb maintained that, through various 

learning experiences, the leaner developed a preference for a particular mode. As an aid 

to help educators understand how students leaned, Kolb developed the Learning Style 

Inventory (LSI, 1985) which measured the leaner's commitment to each ofthe four 

modes: Concrae Experience (CE), Refleaive Observation (RO), Abstraa 

Conceptualization (AC), and Aaive Experimentation (AC). By combining the scores of 

the four modes, a leaner could determine which ofthe four leaning style types was most 
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descr^ive of his or her leaning preferences. Kolb (1976) defmed the foUowing four 

learning styles; 

1. Divergers, The diverger enqihasized the learning stage of conaete experience 

and refleaive observatioiL Strengths of this style included imaginative 

ability, an interest in people, and sensitivity to feelings. Divergers preferted 

careers in the arts and service careers. 

2. Assimilators, Assimilators reUed upon the abstraa conceptualization and 

refleaive observation learning stages, Leaners of this type tended to be more 

interested in working with abstraa concepts than with people. Assimilators 

tended toward careers in the sciences and math. 

3. Convergers. This group combined the learning stages of abstraa experience 

and aaive experimentatioa Covergers enjoyed decision making, problem 

solving, and fmding praaical use for theories. Such skills were effeaive in 

specialist and technology careers. 

4. Accommodators, Leamers in this group eiqihasized the learning stage of 

conaae experience and aaive experimentation, Accommodators Uked to 

carry out plans and tasks and got involved in new situations. They enjoyed 

leaning through aaion and risk taking. These traits were useful in careers 

such as markaing and sales. 

In summary, interest in leaning style preference existed for many years. In their 

quest to explain diffaences in how people acquired information, learning theorists 

generated a number of learning style models as weU as instnments designed to measure 

leaning style preference. In this study, Kolb's Leaning Style Inventory (LSI, 1985) was 
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used to measure preferted leaning style ofthe participants. A brief summary of research 

studies, that examined leaning style and academic achievement, is presented next. 

Leaning Stvle and Achievement 

A review ofthe learning style literature pubUshed between 1983 and 1998 was 

conduaed via the Educational Resources Information Clearinghouse (ERIC), 

Silverplatter database, and Dissertation Abstracts Intenational (DAI). A wealth of 

learning style research was found relating to academic achievement at aU levels of 

education, ranging from the elementary education to the university level and inservice 

education for professionals. Because the focus of this study was on the identification of 

learning styles for university students enroUed in distance education with emphasis on 

student achievement, the review of research primarily concentrated upon Kolb's learning 

style inventory, academic achievement and learning environment of coUege students in 

higher education. 

DiUe and Mezak (1991) investigated the use of locus of control and leaning style 

as prediaors of high risk among coUege distance education students. One hundred fifty-

one students enroUed in lower division telecourse completed the instnments, which 

included demographic information, Intenal-Extemal Locus of Control (RIELC), and 

Learning Style Inventory (LSI). 

An analysis ofthe data from LSI indicated that students who were more 

successftil had a lower LSI average score measuring conaae experience. On the abstraa 

conceptualization/concrete experience scale, where a lower score indicated a more 

conaete leaner, successful students had a significantly higher score than non-successful 
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students. This supported the idea that the less conaae one's learning style, the better 

suited one is to lean in the telecourse format (DiUe & Mesack, 1991), The researchers 

concluded that while examining the abstract/conaae scale might be helpful in prediaing 

the success in distance learning environment, individual learning style was not found to 

be a significant prediaor of success, 

Biner et al. (1995), buUding on the work of DUle and Mezak (1991), investigated 

the role of personality charaaeristics in predicating achievement in televised course 

Personality Faaor Questionnaires wae administered to both traditional course and 

televised course students to daermine how the two groups differed and also to identify 

personaUty faaors predictive of success in televised courses. 

Resuhs indicated that several personaUty charaaeristics cortelated significantly 

with course achievement. The group-oriented /self-sufficient dimension was positively 

related to course performance indicating successful telcourse students tend to be 

self-sufficient. 

The results ofthe studies Usted above demonstrated that although learning style 

was not a predictor of academic achievement, leaning style and personaUty 

charaaeristics played a role in how students leaned in distance education setting. The 

participants in the present study were an intaa group of physical therapy graduate 

students etu'oUed in distance education. The learning style and its relationship to 

academic achievement of this specific population were rarely the topic of investigation. 

HowevCT, a review of Utaatiu-e revealed few studies, which examined learning styles of 

physical thaapy students. A brief overview of studies conducted on learning style 

preference of physical therapy students is described next. 
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Leaning Stvle and Physical Therapv Students 

Payton, Heuter, and McDonald (1979) assessed fffst-year physical therapy 

students' learning styles. The resuhs of this investigation showed that the typical 

first-year physical therapy student had a high preference for course work that was 

logically and clearly organized with specific assignments given. Physical therapy 

students enjoyed working with people and preferted to lean thorough direa experience. 

MUler (1990) surveyed physical therapists in clinical praaice to assess the 

relationship of ego development to leaning style preferences. MiUa found that physical 

therapists enjoyed coUaborative leaning, and Payton el al. (1979) reported that physical 

thaapist students did not prefa to work alone. 

Pisarski (1994) studied physical therapy students in entry-level master's degree 

programs. The sample consisted of both male and female students in first- and 

second- year graduate programs (N=71), Data indicated masta's degree physical 

therapist students preferted Assimilator style. Recently, Wessel et al. (1996) complaed a 

longitudinal study ofthe physical therapy students at the University of Alberta. They 

found that the Converger style was the preferted style exhibited by students throughout 

aU three years ofthe study. 

The results ofthe studies listed above showed that physical therapy students 

exhibited a variay of learning style preferences. Howeva, since this specific population 

was not the focus of investigation of distance education researchers, the results ofthe 

previously reported studies were inconclusive. This present study was designed to 

investigate how learning style influenced academic achievement of physical therapy 

students in two muhimedia learning environments. The foUowing summarized some 
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relevant studies that examined relationship between learning style, learning environment 

and academic achievement. 

Leaning Stvle. Environment, and Achievement 

Tnelsen (1995) investigated the effea of learning style and student achievement 

thorough lecture-based multimedia and individualized self-paced multimedia 

environments. The purpose ofthe study was to daermine if certain learning styles 

tended to excel in either multimedia enviromnent. Subjects included 122 students who 

were randomly assigned to control and treatment groups, given a pretest and leaning 

style inventory, then conq>laed 3 weeks of insiureaion on cardiovascular system. 

Results indicated that no particular learning style showed a significant inaease in 

learning achievement in eitha environment. 

The above study was similar to this study in that both studies utilized two 

different multimedia learning environment: synchronous versus asynchronous learning 

environments. However, unlike the present study, the participants were enroUed in 

traditional education setting. In addition, the leaning style inventory used in this study 

was also different. 

Isom (1997) investigated the relationship of leaning style as measured by 

Kolb's Leaning Style Inventory and teaching methods of lecture-discussion and case 

study-discussion to academic achievement of community coUege nursing students. 

These resuhs indicated no significant difference in the achievement of two groups as 

measured by objeaive tests. Analysis ofthe data indicated a significant main effect and 

interaaion for method of instnaion and the learning style mode. The regression analysis 
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revealed that learning style variables could not be used for prediaion of achievement on 

objeaive tests, Howeva, most ofthe learning style variables (except abstraa 

conceptualization) were significant prediaors of achievement as measured by grade point 

average. The implication of this study supported the utilization of a variety of resources 

and teaching strategies to complement individual differences. 

The above study was similar to the present study in that it utilized students from a 

related health care profession as sample population. The above study was one ofthe very 

few studies, which used Kolb's Learning Style inventory to identify learning styles ofthe 

health care students. However, the above studies investigated the effeas learning style 

and two teaching methods on achievement of nursing students. Whereas the present 

study investigated how learning style variables affeaed student achievement when 

instnaions were deUvered via two muhimedia learning environments. Moreover, unlike 

the above study, participants in the curtent study were graduate students enroUed in 

distance education. 

Kwiim (1994) conduaed a study on the effea of experiential learning style on 

coopaative computer-aided instmction of coUege students. The piupose of this study 

was to daermine whether pairs of students, seated together at a computa, could leam as 

effectively and efficiently as could individuals who each had his or her own computa. It 

was hypothesized that those who excel in computa appUcations would be mostly aaive 

and abstraa, or convergers. However, according to experiential learning theory, 

accomodators (conaete and aaive) wae very people oriented and thrive in social 

learning and work situations. Researchers prediaed that those with an aaive orientation, 

which was common to convergers and assimilators, would do weU in a cooperative 
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computing environment. An analysis of variance did not fmd an Aptitude Treatment 

Intaaaion between learning style and cooperative learning. However, pasons with an 

"aaive experimentation" orientation performed better than those in the refleaive, 

conaete, abstraa classifications. 

Similar to the above the study, the ourent study was designed to evaluate whether 

an aptitude-treatment intaaaion (ATI) existed between learning style and learning 

environment. In other words, the purpose ofthe curtent study was not to daermine 

which mode of instmaion was bettathan the otha, but to explore how these two 

variables—student's preferted learning style and learning environment—intaaaed in a 

way that affeaed learning outcome. Although the Kwinn study showed no statisticaUy 

significant ATI effea, the results revealed that preferted learning played a role in 

student's academic paformance. The authors emphasized the need for further 

investigation utilizing different sample population. The present study was designed to 

shed some Ught on the above question, 

Katz (1981) examined the interaaive effeas of occupational thaapy student's 

learning style with teaching methods (leaure vasus group-discussion), on their 

problem-solving skills, achievement, study time, and attitude. The author hypothesized 

that the "match" between aaive learning style and the student-centaed group-discussion 

method, as weU as between learning refleaive leaning style and lecture, in contrast to 

their "mismatch," would result in higha scores on the outcome measures, Kolb's LSI 

(1985) was used to daermine individual leaning style in this study. Muhiple regression 

analysis indicated significant intaaaion between achievement and leaning style. 

Students in the matched conditions, especiaUy reflective style in leaure, scored higher on 
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problem solving and reported less study time. However, the author cautioned that, 

although the study had a powerful experimental design, the sample size was smaU 

(N=44). Thaefore, resufts should be viewed tentatively and furtha investigation is 

wartanted with a larga sample size. 

The above study was significant in that it utilized students from an allied heath 

profession as participants. The participants in the cmrent study also belonged to an aUied 

health profession, Howeva, the purpose ofthe above study, unlike the cmrent study, was 

to explore the effea of matching instnaion to preferted learning style ofthe student. 

Moreova, unlike the above study, the present study utUized two muhimedia learning 

environments as one ofthe independent variables; whaeas the above study utilized two 

teaching methods as independent variables. Howeva, in spite ofthe diffaences between 

the studies, the results demonstrated that learning style did play a role in student 

achievement and as authors pointed out, fiirtha studies utilizing a different population 

and a larga sample size wae justified. 

The outcomes ofthe above studies demonstrated mixed resuhs. In addition, most 

ofthe studies conqjared different methods or modes of teaching and explored the effea 

of matching instnaion to preferted learning style ofthe leaner. Moreova, most ofthe 

studies used grade point avaage or students' paceptions about the course as the 

achievement measure. As Cronbach and Snow (1981) pointed out, t n e score received in 

course or a unit of a course is an accurate a measure of student achievement. Moreova, 

participants in most ofthe studies wae imdagraduate students from traditional 

educational environments. In spite of aU the limitations ofthe studies, the foUowing 

conclusion could me made; there was a relationship between learning style and learning 
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method/mode of instnaion and these two variables could intaaa in ways that might 

affea learning outcome. 

Advances in the emaging technologies shifted the focus of distance education 

research to a more student-centaed approach. In this study, learning environment was 

defmed as a stimulus, aside from instnaion, that prediaed learning (Walberg & 

Andason, 1974). 

Intaaaive television (ITV) and Computer Assisted Instnaion (CAI) served as 

the learning environments in the curtent study. Both ofthe learning environments wae 

similar in that both utUized multimedia intaactive technologies. However, they differed 

in the foUowing ways: ITV learning environment was charaaerized by expository 

leaure/demonstration format utUizing Uve, student-instnaor intaaction via interaaive 

Television called "HealthNet." HealthNet offaed a multimedia podium with capabilities 

to use videotape, conqjuter presentations, elearonic chaUcboard, ac, UnUke the CAI 

environment, ITV was a fixed environment with instmctor and student interaaing in a 

synchronous manna. The CAI learning environment was a self-paced, independent 

learning experience provided through a researcha-developed intaaaive muhimedia 

CD-ROM program This environment emphasized student-computer interaaion and 

students foUowed a flexible schedule (asynchronous). In this study, ITV (Healthnet) 

served as one ofthe leaning environments, 

Summarv 

Most ofthe studies that examined the effea of learning style and learning 

environment on academic achievement were conduaed with population other than 
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physical thaapy graduate students. Of those studies conduaed using Intaaaive 

Television as medium of instmaion, few studies used Kolb's Learning Style Inventory to 

examine the relationship between preferted learning style, teaching methods, and 

achievement (Baua, 1994; Katz, 1981; Isom, 1997; Kwinn, 1990; Rheina & Green, 

1991; McDonald, 1996; Van Vuren, 1992). A single study was found that investigated 

the effeas of learning style variables on achievement and attitude using Intaaaive 

Television as medium of instmaion in distance education (Gee, 1990). Howeva, value 

of Gee's research was limited because of significant Umitations mentioned earlia. 

The resuhs ofthe existing research on the effea of learning style prefaences on 

achievement in distance education wae inconclusive. Recent developments in 

technology provided more opportunities for distance education students to work with 

muhimedia designed for individual and intaaaive learning. Although thae was still 

intaest m emaging technologies, review of ciurent distance education litaature revealed 

that researchers were not intaested in media comparison studies, but ratha to identify 

faaors that accounted for success or failure in distance education settings 

The development of new technologies promoted an astounding growth in distance 

education. While appUcation of moden technology glamorized distance education, the 

review of Utaature in this field revealed a conceptuaUy fragmental framework lacking in 

both theoraical foundation and programmatic research. Without a strong base in 

research and theory, distance education continued to stnggle for recognition by the 

traditional academic community. This study was designed to shed new Ught on a wider 

range of theoraical notions that would provide a richer undastanding of students 

engaged in distance education 
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Thae was a void in research of specific variables that would enhance the learamg 

experience in a distance learning program. Thae wae recommendations for fiirtha 

research in distance education, which focused on preferted learning styles in conjunaion 

with diffaent settings (Atman, 1989; Coggins, 1988; Whittington, 1987). Hanson a al. 

(1996) recommended that future research in distance education needed to focus on 

diffaent populations, psychological, and social attributes ofthe leana, and the 

contributions of diffaent media attributes to learning outcomes. The fmdings from such 

research coiUd be used in the instnaional design of distance programs. Additionally, 

fmdings could be applied towards identifying effeaive appUcations of distance education 

programs using technology and methods that best support individual students' leaning 

styles. 

In conclusion, a review of analysis of litaature indicated that very few studies 

evaluated the effects of muhimedia learning environments and learning style on 

achievement of graduate students. More importantly, no studies that evaluated the effeas 

of preferted learning style and learning environment on achievement of physical therapy 

graduate students in distance education could be located. Thaefore, this study was both 

timely and relevant to add to the body of knowledge in distance education, particularly in 

the field of allied health education. 
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CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY 

Research Design 

Purpose ofthe Studv 

This study investigates the effeas of learning style and learning environment, 

and intaaaion between two variables on achievement as measured by mean score on a 

post-test covering EKG, of physical therapy students in distance education. In this 

chapter, research design, independent variables, dependent variable, sample, instnments, 

data coUection, and statistical procedures are described. 

Diagram ofthe Design 

The study employs a completely randomized 2 X 4 factorial experimental design 

(Table 3.1): two levels (conditions) of learning environment (Interaaive Television 

(ITV) vasus Computer Assisted Instmaion (CAI)), with four levels (types) of learning 

styles (Converger, Assimilator, Accommodator, and Divager). 

The r r v environment is characterized by expository leaure/demonstration format 

UtUizing Uve, student-instnaor interaaion via interaaive television. The CAI 

environment is a self-paced, independent learning experience using an intaaaive 

multimedia CD-ROM software package. Learning is an indicator of how one perceives, 

intaaas with, and processes new information (Keefe, 1984). Kolb's learning style 

model identifies four types of leaners as mentioned earUa. 
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Table 3.1, The 2X4 faaorial research design with two independent variables 

Learning 
Environment 

Learning Styles 

rrv 

CAI 

LSI 

LSI 
in rrv 
N = ll 

LSI 
in CAI 
N = 14 

LS2 

LS2 
mrrv 
N = 12 

LS2 
in CAI 
N = 9 

LS3 

LS3 
mrrv 
N = 5 

LS3 
in CAI 
N = 6 

LS4 

LS4 
mrrv 
N=4 

LS4 
mCAI 
N = 3 

LSI = Convaga LS3 = Accommodator 

LS2 = Assimilator LS4 = Divaga 

CAI = Computa Aided Instmaion 

ITV = Intaaaive Television 

A faaorial design is one in which aU possible combinations ofthe levels of two or 

more treatments occur togetha in the design (see Table 3,1), The simplest faaorial 

design, from the standpoint of data analysis and assignment of experimental units to 

treatment combinations, is the completely randomized faaorial design. A design with 

two treatments is designated as a CRF-pq design, whae the lettas CR identify the 

completely randomized design, F indicates that it is faaorial design, and p and q denote 

the numbw of levels of treatment. 

AU levels of each treatment are investigated in combination with aU levels of 

every otha treatment. If thae are p levels of one treatment and q levels of a second 

treatment, the experiment contains p x q treatment combinations. When aU possible 

combinations of treatment levels occur togetha in an experiment, the treatments are said 

to be complaely aossed. The CRF-pq experimental design model is a composite that 
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refleas the effeas of treatments A and B, the AB interaaion, and aU otha sources of 

variation that affea Y^ ,̂ that can be expressed formaUy in the foUowing terms, 

Yiji, = ^ + aj-l-Pk + aPjk + Si(,•k) fori=l,„ii;j=l,.p; k=l,„q 

Whae n is the grand mean of the treatment level population means, nn , \x,2,... (ipq 

The grand mean is a constant for aU observations in the experiment. 

Oj „ the treatment effea for population j and is equal to Hj. n , the deviation of 

the grand mean from the jth population mean. 

pk is the treatment effea for population k and is equal to n k - n, the deviation of 

the grand mean from the kth population mean. 

aPjk is the joint effea of treatment levels j and k (intaaaion of and) and equal 

tonjk-nj.-n.k + U. 

Si(jk is the ertor effea associated with Yjk and is equal to Yijk - n - a, - Pk - aPjk. 

The 2 X 4 faaorial design as depiaed in Table 3.1 produced 8 treatment 

combinations (Cells) in this study. A review of research in distance education revealed 

that most ofthe earUa studies focused on the conq)arison ofthe deUvery media such as 

television and computa. Most ofthe media comparison studies demonstrated no 

significance diffaence in achievement (Moore & Kearsley, 1996; Schlossa & Andason, 

1994). This study does not attempt to identify which media is "best," but ratha to 

explore how faaors such as learning style, intaaaion and learning environment 

influenced leaning outcome. As described in Chapta I, this study used the 

aptitude-treatment intaaaion (ATI) approach described by Cronbach and Snow (1981). 

This study is designed to daermine how these two faaors, leaning environment and 
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learning style intaaaed to influence learning outcome. In otha words, it does not 

assume that one learning environment is betta than the otha, nor that one preferted 

learning style is betta than the otha. In stead, this study is based on the assumption that 

learning environment and learning style can intaaa in ways that can affea student 

achievement. 

As stated earUa, two independent variables are used in this study. A genaal 

desaiption ofthe two learning environments is provided next foUowed by eight treatment 

conditions genaated by the research design. 

Independent Variable: Learning Environments 

As stated earUa, the fnst independent variable used in this study is learning 

environment, which has two levels. The first level is intaaaive television (nV). In this 

study, a uniquely designed interaaive television system called "HealthNet" is used to 

deUva instmaion to physical thaapy graduate students in three distant sites. An 

overview ofthe special features of this FTV system is provided next. 

Intaaaive Television System HealthNet: An Overview 

A comparison between FTV vasus CAI envbonment is shown in Table 3.2. As 

can be seen from Table 3,2, the ITV learning enviromnent is a lecture-based multimedia 

presentation charaaaized by direa student-instnaor intaaaion. The researcha utilizes 

a variay of multimedia capabilities available through HealthNa (Figure 3.1). The design 

ofthe HealthNa system is unique in that its specificaUy designed podium aUows the 

instnaor to incorporate various technologies such as VCRs, computa shdes, ovaheads 

(flexcam), and virtual chaUcboard (Light Pen) simultaneously. Moreover, the HealthNet 
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links the central campus with the otha two distance campuses. Each campus is able to 

produce and transmit a "live" video and audio signal from its intaactive television 

classroom This aUows the instnaor to both see and hear students at remote sites. The 

remote students can synchronously intaaa with the insttnaor at the host site. UnUke 

CAI, which is described next, the FTV foUows a fixed schedule consists of three 

50-minute leaure presentations. Howeva, participants could have access to the 

instmaor. (Investigator) via e-maU, telephone or face to face meeting by appointment. 

The participants received a lecture-outline along with lesson objeaives (Appendix E) 

prior to instmaional deUvery. 

Table 3.2. Comparison of ITV versus CAI learning environment 

Category 

Scheduling 

Instmaional mode 

Instmaional media 
used 

Instmaional mahod 

Accessibility to 
the instmaor 

Interactive TV 

Fixed 

Live interpersonal 
interaction 

Multimedia platform 
including flexicam, 
videotapes, print 

lecture using ITV 

Office hours by 
appointment 
E-mail 

Computer Assisted Instruction 

Flexible 

Computer-student interaction 

Intaaaive muhimedia 
CD-ROM incorporating video, 
compute simulation, etc. 

Self-paced independent 
learning 

E-mail 
phone 
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Preview 
Monitor 

All Sites Can 
Be Viewed 

Simultaneously 

Computer 
Power Point 
Presentation 

Light 
Pen 

Volume 
Control 
Down 

Slide 
To 

Video 

Panic Button 
For 

Emergency 

Instnctor 
Camera 

Document 
Camera 

Volume 
Control 

Up 

Live 
Television 

Image 
(Program) 

Figure.3.1, A schematic representation of "HeahhNa" teaching podium. 

n V : Instnaional Delivay and Lesson Plan 

The instnaor deUvaed the fu-st 50-minute presentation from the central campus 

(host site). The researcha traveled to otha sites (remote sites) and deUvaed two 

50-minute presentations from each site to complete the EKG module. The rationale for 

dehvering instnaion from aU three sites by the same instmaor was to minimize the 

effea of instmaor's "physical" presence in a particular site of deUvery, The instmaor 

used Ganges's nine events of instmaional model in the presentation ofthe material. In 

orda to gain attention, short video showing a patient undagoing heart attack was shown 

during flie first lecture, Afta showing the video, the insttiiaor sfressed the importance of 

learning electrocardiogram for heathcare students. The participants' prior knowledge of 

the basic anatomy and physiology ofthe cardiovascular system was tested using a 

diagram of a heart. The instmaor showed a color diagram ofthe aoss-seaion ofthe 

heart using a flexicam and reviewed basic stmcture and fimaion ofthe heart by asking a 

series of relevant questions, Basic electrophysiology was presented next. At the end of 

each subunit, participants wae given an opportunity to take part in a praaice exercise to 
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reinforce major concepts. At the end ofthe final lecture, participants wae shown a 

variety of sample EKGs and asked to identify the rhythm and discuss its importance. 

This intaaaive exacise provided an opportunity for the instnaor to emphasize major 

points and to provide feedback as needed. As stated earUa, FTV provided a variety of 

muhimedia capabilities, which wae used appropriately throughout the instnaional 

deUvery. 

The second level or condition of learning environment is computa aided 

instmaion via a researcha-developed intaaaive CD-ROM packaged entitled 

"Intaaaive 

EKG-CD-ROM for heathcare students." A brief review of EKG-CD-ROM is presented 

next. 

CAI; Intaaaive EKG-CD-ROM 

The CAI learning environment can be described as a self-paced, independent 

learning experience featuring Uve video, simulation exacises, graphics, intaaaive 

praaice quizzes, and text. Unlike the ITV environment, CAI emphasized 

student-computa intaaction and foUowed a flexible schedule. In this envkonment, the 

computa served as the tutor and provided opportunities to engage in intaaaive 

exacises. The planning and produaion of EKG-CD-ROM is described next. 

EKG-CD-ROM: Planning and Produaion Phase 

CD-ROM software package was aeated by a team of graduate students on the 

same topic and content with the researcha serving as the Projea Managa. The CD-

ROM entitled "Interaaive EKG-CD-ROM for healthcare students" was aeated using 
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praaical guidelines described by Fenrich (1997) for instnaional multimedia appUcation. 

The otha team membas in this projea wae graduate students enroUed in a multimedia 

course during faU of 1997. A brief description ofthe design process involved in the 

aeation of this muhimedia CD-ROM package is described next. 

The instnaional development cycle is a systematic and dynamic process 

involving six phases; analysis, planning, design, development, implementation, 

evaluation, and revisioiL The purpose ofthe analysis phase is to define a definite 

instnaional problem and to daermine whetha the problem needs an instnctional 

muhimedia solution. The analysis phase should genaate a concise problem defmition 

and initial cost estimates and constraints. Major components ofthe planning phase are to 

identify and address potential problems, assemble the team, and sa timelines. Based on 

the problem definition and the stated learning outcomes, the design phase leads to the 

instnaional strategy. In the design phase, team membas define standards, and needed 

utUities and resources are identified. The development phase involves the aeation of a 

storyboard representing the instnaional strategy, a fmal media seleaion to teach the 

material and aaual development and programming ofthe elements. During the 

implementation phase, instnaional multimedia system should be tried out in aaual 

learning situations to fmd out what works and what needs revision. Evaluation is an 

integral component of implementation. The evaluation phase is aimed at systematic 

coUeaion and analysis of information to help in decision making and planning. One 

must evaluate both the leama's hardware systems and the software aeated in the projea. 

Evaluation is an ongoing process throughout the instmaional development cycle. 

Revision must be based on feedback and data coUeaed during evaluation. Revisions also 
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should continue throughout the instmaional development cycle. An overview of 

intaaaive EKG-CD-ROM for heahhcare students is desaibed next. 

Intaaaive EKG-CD-ROM for Heahhcare Students; An Overview 

Educators stmggle with how to teach new information skills and how to overcome 

lingaing uneasiness that healthcare professionals have with new information 

technologies, A major goal for the instmaional designa in distance education is to 

develop an innovative teaching tool for the students that must be more interesting than 

traditional, classroom-based instmaion. Software must be engaging and supply 

animation and Uve aaion video if possible. Computa-based modules should enable 

students to enUst fiirther self-direaed learning; the end product should be transportable, 

easUy instaUable, and highly intaaaive. The module should be designed to satisfy 

various learning styles, provide high-quaUty video cUps, and remain as flexible as 

possible for fiiture editing and expansion. These broad goals served as a framework for 

the development of "Interaaive EKG for Healthcare Students." The secondary goals 

include developing software that enables students to quickly leam the material and 

providing instmaion with less facuhy supervision. 

Most experts agree that CD-ROM technology represents a new data medium that is 

underused by health professionals (Couvreux et al., 1996). Recent advances in computa 

processor powa, CD-ROM storage, and video-capturing technologies enable pasonal 

computas to be used for aeating and presenting digital adaptations of videotape-based 

instnaional programs. These digital muhimedia programs are being used for training 

heahhcare providas as weU as patients (Van Biervliet & Gest, 1995). CD-ROM 
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technology has tremendous capabilities for image storage, rarieval, and transfa. Images 

can be used for both educator-assisted confaences and self-teaching (Olda R. A., 1996). 

Thaefore, CD-ROM technology was chosen as medium for the interaaive 

Elearocardiography software package. 

The researcher foUowed the guidelines described previously to aeate muhimedia 

CD-ROM entitled Intaaaive EKG for Healthcare Students, A brief description of 

developmental process of EKG-CD-ROM is provided in the foUowing seaion 

Developmental Process: Intaaaive EKG for Healthcare Students 

Afta defining instnctional goals and identifying the subjea area, researchas 

foUowed the instmaional development process described earUa, Visual and text 

material was first developed into a fimctional navigational scheme. AU graphic stiUs and 

video elements wae con^ressed and inserted. Hardware used included Macintosh 

Powa PC computer, Sound Blasta Pro, Sony VCR, dual speed CD-ROM drive. The 

Authorware 3.5 vasion was used for authoring. Video capture was achieved using a 

Miro DCI capture card (MJPEG compression) with Adobe capture software. Video 

editing required the use of Adobe Premiae 4,0 using Cinepak and Indeo 3,2 software 

compressors. Paint Shop Pro was utilized for graphic convasion. For saeen 

development, Adobe PhotoShop 3,0 was used. 

The "Intaaaive EKG for Healthcare Students" was developed to be used in 

muhiple settings, including elearonic classrooms and on individual computas. IdeaUy, 

it should be placed on a CD-ROM serva so those students can access it from off-campus 

sites. 
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A pUot study was conduaed to daermine the effeaiveness of this instnaional 

deUvery system and to receive feedback from a sample of targa population. A group of 

graduate physical thaapy students (N=32) participated in a pUot study during spring of 

1997, The participants wae enroUed in a cardiopulmonary evaluation and testing course. 

Basic elearocardiogram constituted a unit of this course. Participants received 

instnaion via Intaaaive EKG-CD-ROM and completed a post-test and questionnaire at 

the end ofthe lesson. The interaaive CD-ROM was revised based on the feedback from 

the participants. The Revised Version ofthe CD-ROM was used as the second level of 

learning environment in this study. 

Independent Variable: Preferred Leaning Stvle 

The preferted learning styles ofthe participants as identified by Kolb's LSI 

(1985) served as the second independent variable this study. The focus of research in 

distance education has shifted to a more leana-centaed approach (Hanson et al, 1996). 

Instead of comparing one media versus anotha, researchas in distance education are 

intaested in identifying faaors that affea student achievement in various leaning 

environments, especiaUy muhimedia intaaaive learning environments (BUlings & Cobb, 

1992). The learning style has been identified as one ofthe factors that contributed to the 

overaU leaning environment in which students receive instmaion (Carlson, 1991; 

Larson, 1992), One ofthe primary goals ofthe instmaional designa is to undastand 

how students lean and adapt to the instmaional deUvay based on the student's specific 

needs and individual diffaences. 
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As stated earUa, in this study Koft's learning style model (1985) served as the 

basis of identifying preferted learning styles ofthe participants. The theory of 

experiential learning provides a model of learning that is consistent with the stmaure of 

human cognition and the stages of human growth and development. It conceptualizes the 

learning process in a way that aUows usas to identify diffaences among individual 

learning styles and cortesponding learning environments. Learning style tends to be 

relatively stable over time (Butla, 1988). Howeva, one cannot expea completely static 

traits; one must anticipate some variation in learning prefaences form day to day and 

week to week. In addition, a review of research on learning style indicated that although 

each learning style can produce equal achievement, one specific learning style can often 

suit a particular situation or class of material betta than the otha (Isom, 1997; Esta, 

1992). Research also showed that by matching the instmaional design to the learning 

styles, achievement could be inaeased (BiUings & Cobb, 1992). 

Although leaning style research produced mixed resuhs, the present study has 

impUcations for instnaional designers engaged in distance education. Knowledge of a 

student's learning style can be used to make decisions about a student's learning and 

which methods would most effeaively accompUsh the desired outcomes. The case for 

consideration of learning styles in instmaional design rests on the assumption that a 

particular learning style daermines the kind of information students are able to acquire as 

weU as the ways in which they most effeaively process it. 
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Dependent Variable 

One dependent variable is used in this study. It is the mean score achieved in a 

post-test covering basic elearocardiogram. The test is developed to evaluate the 

knowledge of basic electrophysiology, components of a basic electrocardiogram, and 

identification of atrial and ventricular rhythms. Thae are 20 muhiple choice questions 

carrying 5 points each. The maximum possible score in this test is 100, and a score of 90 

or above suggests mastery of basic electrocardiogram 

Population and Sample 

The subjeas in this study wae an intaa group of 64 physical thaapy graduate 

students enroUed in a cardiopulmonary course, which is a required clinical course in the 

physical thaapy curriculum. The subjeas wae randomly assigned to eitha Computa-

Aided Instmaion (CAI) group (N=32) or Intaaaive Television (frv) group (N=32). 

Employing 2 X 4 faaorial design, eight treatment condhions (ceUs) resuUed whh two 

levels of learning environment (ITV vasus CAI) and four levels of learning styles 

(Convaga vasus Assimilator vasus Accommodators vasus Divagas). The resuhing 

treatment conditions and ceU sizes are described next. 

Condition 1: Converger in ITV Leaning Environment 

According to Kolb's learning style model, Convagas are the types of leanas 

who grasp the experience through abstraa conceptualization and transform it through 

aaive experimentation. They are caUed Convagas because, when presented with a 

question or task, they move quickly (convage) to find the cortea answa. They tend to 

be relatively unemotional and prefa dealing with things ratha than people. In this 
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treatment condition, Convagas received instmaion via mteraaive television with the 

researcha serving as the primary instmaor. Thae wae eleven participants in this 

treatment condition (N=l 1). 

Condition 2: Converger in CAI Leaning Environment 

Unlike the participants in Condition 1, instmaion was provided via computa-

aided instmaion. A researcha-developed intaaaive CD-ROM served as the CAI 

learning environment. In this environment, the computa served as the tutor and 

participants received self-paced instmaion via computa-student intaaaion. According 

to Kolb's model, Convagas prefa working with things ratha than people. A Convaga 

is considaed more suited to computa-assisted instmction. It is hypothesized that 

participants in this treatment condition may paform betta than participants who receive 

instmaion via intaactive television (condition-1). There wae fourteen participants in 

this treatment condition (N=14). 

Condition 3: Assimilators in ITV Learning Environment 

The Assimilators grasp the experience through abstraa conceptuaUzation and 

transform it through refleaive observation. Then- primary strength is their ability to 

aeate theoraical models, and they are called Assimilators because they like to assimUate 

divase data into an integrated whole. They are less intaested in people and more 

concened about concepts. They focus not so much on the praaical appUcation of ideas 

but on the soundness of theories themselves. In this treatment condition, participants 

received instnaion via ITV learning environment. Since Assimilators are less people-

oriented and more concened about abstraa concepts, it is hypothesized that participants 
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in this treatment condition may not perform as weU as the participants in the CAI 

environment. Thae wae eleven participants in this treatment condition (N =11). 

Condition 4: Assimilators in CAI Leaning Environment 

In this treatment condition, participants received instmaion via interaaive 

CD-ROM. Since Assimilators are less intaested m people and more concened about 

abstraa concepts, it is hypothesized that participants in this condition may perform betta 

than participants in Condition 3, Thae wae nine participants in this treatment condition 

(N=9). 

Condition 5: Accommodators in ITV Leaning Environment 

Accommodators prefa to lean through conaae experience and transform it 

through experimentation. Their strengths are opposite ofthe Assimilators, and they like 

to focus on doing things and having new experiences. They are risk takas and are caUed 

Accommodators because they do weU in situations where they must adapt. They are 

intuhive, often using trial and ertor to solve problems. In this treatment condition, 

participants received instnaion via intaaaive television. Since Accommodators are 

adaptive to new situations, it was hypothesized that that may perform equally weU in both 

r r v and CAI learning environment. Thae wae five participants in this treatment 

condition (N=5). 

Condition 6: Accommodators in CAI Leaning Environment. 

Unlike Condition 5, participants in this group recovaed instnaion via intaaaive 

CD-ROM. Since Accommodators are adaptive to new situations; it is hypothesized that 
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they may paform equaUy weU in both ITV and CAI leaning environment. There were 

six participants in this treatment condition (N=6). 

Condition 7: Divergers in ITV Leaning Environment 

Divagers prefer to leam through conaete experience and transform it through 

refleaive observation. Their major strength is their imaginative ability. They like to 

view situations from diffaent paspeaives and then weave many relationships into a 

meaningftil whole. They are called Divagas because they are good at genaating ideas 

and brainstorming. They tend to be people oriented and emotional and prefa to work in 

groups. Participants in this condition received instnaion via intaaaive television. 

Instnaor-student intaaction charaaerizes the ITV environment and participants lean as 

a group. Moreover, unlike CAI environments, participants can see and hear the instnctor 

and are able to participate in intaactive exacise sessions. It is hypothesized that 

participants in this treatment condition will paform betta than the participants in 

Condition 8, which is described next. There were four participants in this condition 

(N=4), 

Condition 8: Divergers in CAI Learning Environment 

The primary diffaence between this treatment condition and the previous 

condition is that a computa played the role ofthe human tutor. Research indicates that 

human faaors play an unportant role in instnaional design (Carlson, 1991), Although 

both leaning envn-onments provide opportunities for multimedia intaaaion, it is 

hypothesized that participants in this treatment condition may not perform as well as the 
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participants in the Condition 7. Three were three participates in this treatment condition 

(N=3). 

Instmments 

Three instmments were used in the study, A background information instnment 

was used to describe the sample and the Kolb's LSI (1985) was used to assess learning 

style, A researcha-developed 20-item muftiple-choice test was used to measure student 

achievement. 

Background Information Questionnaire 

The researcha developed the first instrument, which is designed to gatha 

demographic and background information (Appendix A). The instmment includes items 

concerning genda, age, entering cumulative GPA, entering Science GPA, and random 

numba assigned by the department. In addition, ethnicity and previous computa 

experience was included for possible future analysis 

Kolb's Learning Stvle Inventory 

The second instrument used in this study is the Kolb LSI, revised edition (Kolb, 

1985), Based on Kolb's experiential leaning theory, the self-descriptive instmment is 

designed to measure leama preference for assimilating new information, A sample of 

the LSI (1985) scoring sheet is provided in Appendix B. 

The LSI is composed of twelve sentence stems; each has a choice of four endings. 

Respondents are asked to conqjlete each sentence by rank, ordering the endings in a way 

that best describe their learning styles. One ending in each sentence cortesponds to one 
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of four learning stages in Kolb's experiential learning model: Conaae Experience (CE). 

Refleaive Observation (RO), Abstraa ConceptuaUzation (AC), and Aaive 

Experimentation (AE). Each ofthe resulting four scores, which range from 12 to 48, 

measures the relative emphasis a l e ana places on each stage ofthe learning cycle. By 

plotting each ofthe four scores on the Leaning Style Type Grid, an individuahzed 

learning profile is aeated. 

The four scores are fiirtha used to generate two learning dimension mean scores. 

These scores, which range from +36 to -36 (KoU), 1986), are plotted on two intaseaing 

continua of learning-style type grid, which are laljeled the AC-CE and AE-RO. The two 

continua Ulustrate Kolb's beUef that leaning requires skills, which are polar opposites. 

The score produced by subtraaing the AE score form the RO score is plotted on the 

horizontal continuum, measuring one's learning style prefaence in the conaete-abstraa 

dimension. The score produced by sulrtraaing the CE score form the AC score is plotted 

on the vertical continuum, measuring one's learning style prefaence in the refleaive-

aaive dimension. 

VaUdityofthe LSI (1985) 

VaUdity studies have related the LSI to a variay of personality and performance 

tests. For example, Kolb (1976) found cortelation between the LSI and the Myers-Briggs 

Type Indicator (MBTI). Jung's theory of psychological types served as the tasis for the 

MBTl as weU as for Kolb's experiential learning theory (1984). As a resuh, Kolb's 

discovery of cortelation Ijetween the MBTl and Kolb's LSI is to be expeaed. He noted, 

for example, a positive cortelation between the introvasion subscale of MBTI and the 
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RO dimension ofthe LSI (.33, p<. 01). The intukion subscale ofthe MBTI cortelated 

negatively with the CE dimension ofthe LSI (.25, p<, 01), 

ReUabUity ofthe LSI (1985) 

Use of Cronbach's (1976) standardized Scale Alpha and Tukey's Additivity 

Powa Test indicated good internal reliability on the four basic scales. Scores produced 

by the two tests ranged from ,73 to ,88 and ,91 to .93, respeaively. The combination 

scores showed perfea additivhy (1.0) as measured by Tukey's test (Kolb, 1986). Daniel 

and Olivarez (1998) conduaed a study to daermine the intenal consistency reUabUity 

and constna vaUdity of Kolb's LSI (1985) by application of moden statistical technical 

techniques including exploratory faaor analysis and Alpha Coefficients (Cronbach, 

1951). The sample consisted of 106 physical thaapy graduate students enroUed in a 

Masta of Physical Thaapy (MPT) program at a major southwesten Univasity Health 

Sciences Center. Analysis of data revealed very good internal consistency indicated by 

Cronbach coefficient alpha greata than .85 in aU six major subscales. The fmdings of 

this study are consistent with the resuhs reported by Kolb (1985) using a larga sample 

size (N=268) (see Table 3.3), The faaor stncttire undalying the LSI scale seems to be 

valid given the resuhs of exploratory faaor analysis using promax rotation. In 

conclusion, the LSI (1985) scale seems to be a reUable and vaUd instnment to identify 

preferted learning types of physical thaapy graduate students (Appendix D). 
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Table 3.3. Comparison of reUabiUty of LSI (1985) reported by Kolb's (N=268) and the 
curtent study by Daniel and OUvarez (1998, N=106). 

Learning 
Mode 

Cronbach's 
Standardized Alpha 

Kolb (1985) 

Cronbach's 
Standardized Alpha 

Daniel (1998) 

Conaete Experience (CE) 82 

Refleaive Observation (RO) .73 

Abstraa Conceptualization (AC) .83 

Aaive Experimentation (AE) .78 

.89 

.84 

.89 

.86 

Post-Test: Achievement Score 

The post-test developed by the researcha contains 20 muhiple choice items 

carrying a total of 100 points (Appendix C). These items are developed to evaluate the 

foUowing four objeaives: 

1. Describe basic elearophysiology of heart and conduaion system components. 

2. Identify and describe bipolar and unipolar EKG leads. 

3, Defme Normal sinus rhythm. 

4, Identify/interpret common ventricular and atrial arthythmias. 

The item analysis of this objeaive test, using data from previous achievement scores on 

the same population, was found to be reUable and valid to measure the mastery of basic 

elearocardiogram. Internal consistency as measured by coefficient alpha using Kuda-



Richardson method was high (KR-20 ReUabiUty Coefficient=.79). Point biserial 

cortelations (pu.) between total score and item scores ranged from .41 to .55. 

Data CoUeaion Procedures 

Data was coUeaed ova a period of three weeks in the spring 1999 semester. This 

study received prior approval from the Instittitional Review Board (IRB) ofthe Health 

Sciences Centa (Appendix F). During the week afta Spring Break, in the first thirty 

minutes of a regular class session, participants wae informed ofthe scope and nature of 

the study. They were instnaed to read the informed consent form which addressed 

issues of confidentiality of data and voluntary participation. Participants signed and 

retimed the consent forms to the investigator. 

The next step in the procedure was to complete the Learning Style Inventory (LSI 

1985) to identify the preferted learning styles ofthe participants. The participants wae 

instnaed to reflea on their own Ufe experiences whUe completing the LSI. They also 

conqjiled a Background Information Questionnaire. 

The next step ofthe study was to randomly assign participants into two groups. 

Thirty-two participants wae assigned to the Intaactive Television (FrV) treatment; while 

thirty-two participants wae assigned to receive instmaion via an intaaaive CD-ROM 

(CAI) package. Once the treatment groups wae assigned, the CAI group left the 

intaaaive television classroom. 

During the treatment phase, the CAI group complaed a Basic Electrocardiogram 

module as p a the objeaives and content outUned in Appendix E via interaaive EKG-

CD-ROM. The participants completed the lesson at the PC Lab, the Learning Resource 
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Centa, and Health Sciences Centa. Participants maintained a record ofthe time taken to 

complae the lesson. 

At the same time, the ITV group received instnaion via intaaaive television on 

the same content and objeaives estabUshed for the EKG module. The primary 

investigator of this study deUvaed the instnaion via FTV at the end ofthe third lesson 

(evaluation phase. Both the CAI group and the FTV group gathaed togetha in their 

respeaive interaaive television classrooms and complaed a 20-item multiple choice test 

to daermine student achievement. The Scantron sheas wae coUeaed and achievement 

score was calculated using the SAS exam system. Version .01. 

Statistical Analysis 

In orda to investigate the effeas of leaning environment and learning style, and 

the intaaaion between two variables on student achievement, statistical analysis was 

performed utilizing SAS system software, Genaal Linear model (GLM). A level of 

p < .05 was chosen to daermine the statistical significance for the analysis in this study. 

Univariate Normal plot was used to examine if the data was normaUy distributed. 

Hartley F-max was also conduaed to examine the homogeneity of variance assumption. 

The research hypothesis was tested with lx)th descriptive and infaential statistics. The 

foUowing general guidelines wae foUowed m the analysis ofthe data. 

1. Described the sample and demographic statistics 

2. Reported the psychometric charaaeristics ofthe leaning style inventory (LSI 

1985) including the pUot sttidy (Daniel, 1998). 

3. Reported the descriptive statistics of LSI of four leaning modes and two 
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learning dimension modes and learning style type ofthe entire sample(N=64) 

4. Plot of mean scores of learning dimension scales (AC-CE and AE-RO) by 

treatment group and learning style types wae provided for visual analysis 

5. Two-way ANOVA on achievement score on an EKG test was conduaed 

and reported. 

6. If intaaaion effea was significant, simple main effea for learning 

environment and preferted learning style wae also examined. 



CHAPTERrv 

RESULTS 

In this study, effeas of learning environment and preferted learning style, and 

intaaaion between two variables on achievement as measured by mean score on an 

objeaive test covering EKG wae examined. The presentation ofthe data is organized in 

the foUowing sequence. 

Demographic data are presented, foUowed by four leaning stage mean scores 

(CE, RO, AC, AE) as depiaed by Kolb's Learning Style Inventory (LSI 1985), learning 

dimension mean scores (AC-CE, AE-RO), and prefored leaning style type ofthe 

sample. 

Statistical analysis using descriptive statistics, plot of mean scores of learning 

dimension scores, and two-way ANOVA wiU answa three major questions raised in 

Chapta I. The major questions being analyzed are: (1) what effea does learning 

environment have on achievement as measured by mean score on a post-test covering 

EKG test?; (2) what effea does prefored learning style have on achievement as 

measured by a post-test covering EKG?; and (3) are thae any intaaaion effeas between 

learning environment and preferted learning style on achievement as measured by mean 

scores on a post-test covering EKG? 

Demographic Information 

Treatments were administaed during spring semesta, 1999. The entire second 

year physical thaapy graduate students (N = 64) enroUed in the cardiopulmonary course 

participated in the study. AU participants completed the Learning Style Inventory and 
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background questionnaire during the first orientation session. Frequency procedures 

wae performed on demographic variables. The sample comprised 51% female and 49% 

male. The mean age ofthe participants was 26,3 with a standard deviation of 5.83, 

Participants listed their cumulative GPA based on the foUowing system: A = 4.00, 

B = 3.00, C = 2.00, and D = 1.0. The GPA Usted for each participant was verified via 

Univasity records. The mean GPA for the whole sample was 3.65 (SD .23). The mean 

GPA for the FTV group was 3.63 (SD ,25), and the CAI group was 3,65 (SD ,24). 

Cortelation analysis showed no significant cortelation between GPA and mean 

achievement score (r = .014), Thaefore, ANCOVA was not employed to test pre-

treatment diffaences between two groups. 

Learning Stvle Tvpe 

Responses to Kolb's Learning Style Inventory (LSI) generated six numbers: Four 

leaning stage mean scores and two learning dimension mean scores. Learning stages 

wae conaete experience (CE), reflective observation (RO), abstract conceptualization 

(AC), and active experimentation (AE). A summary ofthe learning stage mean score for 

the entire sample by two learning environments (CAI vasus ITV) is provided on Table 

4.1. 

The four learning stage mean scores wae fiirtha used to genaate two learning 

dimension scores. Leaning Dimension mean scores by two leaning environments are 

presented in Table 4.2, 
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Table 4.1. Learning stage mean scores by two learning environments (CAI vasus ITV) 

Leaning Environment 

CAI 

rrv 

N 

32 

32 

Learning Stages 

CE RO 

M= 19.34 
SD = 8,27 

M= 18,59 
SD= 7,82 

28.65 
6.94 

32.28 
6.94 

AC 

33,72 
7.46 

29,97 
8,67 

AE 

38.06 
8.57 

38,53 
7,57 

Table 4.2. Learning dimension mean score by two leaning environments (CAI versus 

rrv) 

Learning Environment 

CAI 

rrv 

N 

32 

32 

Learning Dimension 

AC-CE 

M = 14.22 

SD= 13.47 

M =11.37 

SD= 15,00 

score 

AE-RO 

8,63 

14,12 

6,31 

12,71 

The learning dimension scores wae plotted on the learning style type grid to daermine 

preferted learning style types ofthe participants. The preferted learning style ofthe 

ovaaU sample is presented in Table 4,3. 
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Table 4,3, Learning styles of Physical Therapy graduate students (N = 64) 

Learning Style N % 

Convaga 25 39 

Assimilator 21 33 

Accommodator 11 17 

Divaga 7 11 

As can be seen, two predominant learning styles ofthe participants were 

Convaga (39%) and Assimilator (33%), constituting more than 70 pacent ofthe entire 

sample. The remaining participants' preferted learning style was Accommodator (17%) 

and Divaga (11%), 

The learning dimension mean scores were plotted on the learning style type grids. 

(See Figures 4.1 to 4.4 to visually analyze the leaning style preferences of participants in 

eight treatment conditions.) 

The learning dknension means scores ofthe Convaga in FTV learning 

environment (N = 11) and Convaga in CAI environment (N = 14) wae plotted in 

Figure 4.1. Visual analysis ofthe plot indicated that Convagas in CAI environment 

(Treatment Condition 1) and Convagas in FTV environment (Treatment Condition 2) 

occupied the same quadrant in the learning-style type grid. The preferted mode of 

learning for Convagers in both treatment conditions was abstraa conceptualization and 

aaive experimentation. 
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Figure 4.1, Plot of Leaning Dimension Scores of Convergers in CAI (N = 14) 
and ITV (N = 11) Learning Environments 
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The learning dimension means scores ofthe Assimilator in ITV leaning 

environment (N = 12) Assimilator in CAI environment (N = 9) wae plotted in figure 4.2. 

Visual analysis ofthe plot indicated that Assimilators in FFV environment (Treatment 

Condhion 3) and assimilators in CAI environment (Treatment Condition 4) occupied the 

same quadrant in the leaning-style type grid. The preferted mode of learning for 

assimilators in both treatment conditions was abstraa conceptualization and reflective 

observation. 

The learning dimension means scores ofthe accommodators in ITV learning 

environment (N = 5) and Accommodators in CAI environment (N = 6) were plotted in 

Figure 4.3. Visual analysis ofthe plot indicated that Accommodators in FTV 

environment (Treatment Condition 5) and Accommodators in CAI environment 

(Treatment Condition 6) occupied the same quadrant in the learning-style type grid. The 

preferted mode of learning for Accommodators in both treatment conditions was active 

experimentation and conaete expaience. 

The learning dimension means scores ofthe Divagas in ITV learning 

environment (N = 4) Divagas in CAI environment (N = 3) wae plotted in Figure 4.4. 

Visual analysis ofthe plot indicated that divagas in FTV environment (Treatment 

Condition 7) and Divagers in CAI environment (Treatment Condition 8) occupied the 

same quadrant in the learning-style type grid. The preferted mode of learning for 

Accommodators in both treatment condhions was refleaive observation and conaae 

experience. 
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Descriptive Statistics 

Descriptive statistics for the mean achievement scores on a post-test covering 

EKG was reported in Table 4.4. The 2x4 matrix contamed 8 ceUs with unequal sample 

sizes. Student achievement was measured using a 20-item muhiple choice objeaive test, 

each item carrying 5 points with a possible score ranged from 0-100, 

Table 4.4; Descriptive Statistics for Mean Score; EKG Post-Test 

Learning 
Environment 

M 
CAI SD 

D N I D 

M 
ITV SD 

pNID 
M 

Total SD 
D N I D 

LS1 

82,14 
8.01 
0.94 

85.91 
8.31 
0.91 
83.8 

8.2 
0.94 

Learning Style 
LS2 LS3 

74.44 
10.44 

0.9 
87.92 

9.15 
0.88 

82.14 
11.68 
0.93 

80 
9,48 
0 9 1 

85 
6,12 
0.83 

82,27 
8.17 
0.87 

LS4 

66.67 
7.63 
0.96 

91.25 
7.5 

0,62 
80,71 
14.84 

0.86 

Total 

7813 
9.9 

0.96 
87.14 

8.13 
0.92 

As can be seen from the above table, the highest mean score for the post-test 

was reported by LS4 (Divaga) learning type in FTV learning environment (N = 4, 

M = 91.25, SD = 7.50) foUowed by LS2 (Assimilator) in FTV (N = 12, M = 87.92, SD = 

9.15), LSI (Convaga) in FFV (N = 11, M = 85.91, SD = 8.31), LS3 (Accommodator) in 

FTV (N = 5, M = 85, SD = 6.12), LSI in CAI (N = 14, M = 82,14, SD = 8.01), LS3 in 

CAI (N = 6, M = 80, SD = 9,48), and LS2 in CAI (N = 9, M = 74.44, SD = 10.44), The 

lowest score was reported by LS4 in CAI environment (N = 3, M = 66.67, SD = 7.63), 



Testing of Assumptions 

Normal probability plot, alpha at ,05, was used to assess normality of 

achievement score unda each treatment condition (see Table 4,4), Univariate plot 

indicated that the normal independent distribution (NID) hypothesis held for all eight 

treatment conditions genaated by 2 X 4 matrix for mean achievement scores. The 

assumption of homogeneity of variance was assessed using the Hartley F-max test. 

Hartley F-max resuhs satisfied the homogeneity of variance assumption. The F-max for 

the achievement test was less than 2.07 for Fc.05,231 =1.21. 

Hypothesis Testing 

The null hypothesis in this study stated that thae is no significant effea of 

learning environment (CAI vasus ITV), or learning style (Convaga vs. Assimilator vs. 

Accommodator vs. Divaga), or interaction between two variables on the students' 

achievement, as measured by mean score on an objeaive test covering elearocardiogram 

(EKG). Since cumulative GPA was not significantly cortelated with achievement score 

(r = ,014), ANCOVA was not employed. The coUeaed data was analyzed using a 

two-way ANOVA, with two independent variables of learning environment and learning 

style, for its main effeas and intaaaion. Whae significant interaaion was reported, 

simple main effeas wae analyzed on effeas of learning style variable for each group of 

learning environment and the effea of leaning environment for each ofthe four types of 

learning style. Strength of association (<B )̂ and effea size wae also computed using the 

fix-effect model assumption whae significant results wae reported. In the foUowing 

seaion, infaential statistics for achievement test were reported. 
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Achievement Score on EKG Obiegive Test 

ANOVA for achievement indicated thae was significant main effea for learning 

environment (F(i,56) = 22.33, p< ,001, a)^= .19, d = 1,01), significant interaaion effea 

(F(3,56) = 3.23, p < .03, (a^= ,09, d = ,99), but no main effea for learning style (F(3,56) = 

,78, p > ,509) (see Tables 4,5 and 4,6). 

Table 4.5. ANOVA Table: Achievement Score 

Model 

Error 
Total 

SOURCF 

Enviironment (F) 
Leamino Stvle fS^ 

E*S 

df H/IS 
7 313.04 
1 1677.62 
3 58.12 
3 242.93 

56 75.12 
63 

F 
4.17 

22.33 
0.78 
3.23 

P>F 
0.0009 
0.0001 
0.509 
0.029 

Table 4.6. Simple Main Effect 

Enwrtment at Corwenper fl.S11 
Erwnanment at assirrilator (LS21 

ErMmnment at aooorrmodator( LS3) 
Enwronment at dveraer (LS4) 

Leamlna stvle at CAI 
Learrinq Style at ITV 

Ernor 

fff 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
3 

56 

MS 
87.38 

933.43 
68,18 

1036,01 
254.3 
38,09 
7512 

F 
1.16 

12.42 
0,91 

13,39 
3,39 
0,51 

p>F 
0.25 

.001* 
0,35 

.001* 
,025* 

0.5 

Simple main effeas as presented in Table 4.6 reported the foUowing: A strong 

significance (F(i,56)= 12.42, p<.001,0^= ,13, d = 1,3) was daeaed between 
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Assimilators (LS2) in FFV learning environment (M = 87.92, SD = 9,15) and 

Assurulators in CAI environment (M = 74,44, SD = 10.44). A snx)ng significance 

((F(i4«) = 13.39,0)^ = .15, d >1.0) daeaed between Divagers (LS4) in FFV learning 

environment (M=91.25, SD = 7.5) and Divagers in CAI environment (M=66.67, 

SD = 7.63). Simple main effea also reported significance when learning environment 

was considaed as a single faaor. Simple effea reported significance between leaning 

styles in CAI learning environment ((F 0,56) = 3.39, p< .025) and leaning style, but no 

significance wae noted in the remaining treatment conditions. Tukeys HSD procedure 

was used to test aU possible posteriori contrasts. The resuhs ofthe analysis is shown in 

Table 4.7. 

Table 4.7: Absolute values of diffaences among six means 

Means 

Cy,= 82.14 

Cyj!= 74.44 

Cyj = 80.00 

Cy.4= 66.67 

Cy.i = 82.14 Cy.2= 74.44 

7.96 

Cy., = 80 

2.4 

5.66 

— 

Cy.4= 66.67 

15.47* 

7.77 

13.33 

— 

Minimum Significance Diffaence =13,48 * StatisticaUy significant 
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As can \» seen from the above table, statisticaUy significant mean diffaence 

(A = 15.57, q.05,4,j«. i3J8)was seen between LS4 (Divaga) and LSI (Convaga) m 

CAI learning environment. No otha pair-wise con^arisons showed significance 

difference. Two treatments are said to interaa if diffaence in performance unda the 

level of one treatment is diffaent at two or more levels ofthe otha treatment. Figures 

4.5 and 4.6 depiaed interaction of learning environment and learning style on 

achievement score. An imeraaion can be thought of as the joint effeas of treatments that 

are diffaent from the sum of their individual effeas. A significant interaaion is a signal 

that the interpretation of tests of treatment A (Learning Environment) and Treatment B 

(Learning Style) must be quaUfied. This can be fiirtha clarified by examining the graphs 

of interaaion (Figures 4.5 & 4.6). In Figure 4.5, leaning style is plotted on the l>aseline 

against achievement score. Treatments A and B are said to interaa if any portions ofthe 

lines that connea the means are not paraUeL Figure 4.5 showed significant interaaion 

between two tteatments. Figure 4.6 showed the interaction effects with learning 

enviromnents plotted on the baseline against the achievement score. 

In genaal, regardless ofthe leaning style, the participants who received 

instnaion in FFV environment performed Ijetta than participants who received 

instnaion via CAI instnctioiL 
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Figure 4.5. Intaaaion of environment vasus style, achievement score 
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Figure 4.6. Intaaaion of style vasus environment, achievement score 

Hypothesis I 

NuU Hypothesis 1 states that thae is no significant effea of learning environment 

on achievement score as measured by mean score on the achievement test, ANOVA for 
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the achievement test indicated that thae is statisticaUy significant diffaence in 

achievement score between two learning environments (Fi, ss = 22.33, P < ,0001). 

Participants in FFV learning environment achieved significantly higha mean score in a 

post-test covering EKG than participants in CAI learning enviromnent. Thaefore, 

Hypothesis 1 was rejeaed (see Table 4.5), 

Hypothesis n 

NuU hypothesis states that thae is no significant effect of learning style on 

achievement as measured by mean score on an EKG objeaive test. Results ofthe 

ANOVA (Table 4,5) showed no statistically significant mean diffaence in achievement 

score between four types of leaners (F3,56 = ,78, P = ,509), Thaefore, nuU Hypothesis 

n was accepted. 

Hypothesis III 

NuU hypothesis states that there are no significant interaction between learning 

environment and learning style on achievement as measured by mean score on an EKG 

objeaive test. Resuhs ofthe ANOVA (Table 4,5) indicated significant interaaion effeas 

between two variables (F3,56 = 3,23, P < ,029), Resuhs of simple main effeas (Table 

4.6) also confirmed that thae was a significant interaction between the Assimilator 

Learning style (LS2) and the leaning environment (Fi, 56 =12.42, P < .001). Simple 

main effea also demonstrated significant intaaaion between the Divaga learning style 

(LS4) and the environment (Fi, 56 = 13,79, P < ,001), Simple main effea also reported 

StatisticaUy significance diffaence l)etween learning style and CAI learning environment 

(F3,56 = 3.39, P > .025), Post-hoc comparison of group means within CAI environment 
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showed that thae was significant diffaence in achievement score between Divagas and 

Convagas in CAI environment, Thaefore, NuU hypothesis HI was rejeaed. 

Summary 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the effeas of variables of learning 

environment and learning style, and their interaaion on achievement as measured by 

mean score on a test covering EKG. To test the main and intaaaion effeas between 

these variables, a two-way ANOVA was performed. 

An ANOVA for the achievement test demonstrated significant diffaence in 

achievement score between two learning environments. Howeva, resuhs revealed no 

significant diffaence in achievement score between four types of leanas. Achievement 

score indicated significant intaaaion between learning style and leaning environment. 

Simple main effea analysis confmned significant mtaaaion between two types of 

leanas (Divaga and Assimilator) and learning envnonment. 

Results also showed that Divagas and Assimilators achieved significantly higha 

in an EKG test in ITV environment compared to CAI learning environment. 

Accommodators and Convagas performed equaUy weU in both leaning environments. 

Resuhs also indicated that when simple effea was analyzed taking leaning environment 

as a single faaor, thae was a statisticaUy significant diffaence in achievement Ijetween 

four types of leanas in CAI learning environment. Post-hoc comparison of group means 

within CAI learning environment indicated significant diffaence between Divagas and 

Convagas in CAI learning environment. In genaal, regardless ofthe learning style, 



pattisnpants in ITV environment achieved significantly higha score in post-test compared 

to participants in CAI environment. 
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CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION 

Overview ofthe Study 

It is genaally agreed that aU students do not lean in the same ways. There is also 

a genaal consensus among distance education researchas that one ofthe unportant areas 

remaining to be addressed in the distance education litaature is the identification of 

faaors that account for a student's academic paformance in the distance education 

learning program. 

While many approaches have been used to daermine the individual diffaences, 

no smgle theory has found widespread acceptance. Two concepts, howeva, have lieen 

developed to fosta an understanding of how people process mformation; cognitive style 

and leaning style. Learning style is defmed as the individual's characteristic means of 

paceiving and processing information (Kolb, 1976). Learning style is simUar to 

cognitive style in most aspeas but context is more specific. 

This study sought to atiswa the foUowing questions; (1) what effea does 

learning environment have on achievement as measured by mean score on an objeaive 

test covering EKG; (2) what effea does preferted learning style have on achievement as 

measured by mean score on an objective test EKG covering EKG; and (3) are thae 

intaaaions Ijetween learning environment and preferted learning style on achievement as 

measured by mean score on an objeaive test covering EKG? 

This study investigated the effea of learning environment (FFV vs, CAI) and 

leaning style on achievement of physical thaapy graduate students in distance 
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education. The study utilized the aptitude-treatment intaaaion approach descrit)ed by 

Cronbach and Snow (1981), which is based on the assumption that these two faaors 

(instnaional environment and learning style) can intaaa in ways that affea learning 

outcomes. The investigation sought to daermine if individuals in diffaent style 

categories would achieve more in certain learning environments. It was expeaed that 

there would be intaaaion between learning style and achievement. 

The participants in this study wae 64 physical thaapy graduate students in a PT 

program at a major Southwesten University Health Sciences Centa, The study 

employed a complaely randomized 2 X 4 faaorial design with two types of leaning 

environments (FFV vs. CAI) and four types of learning styles as identified by Kolb's LSI 

(1985), The pUot study conduaed by these investigators (Daniel & OUvarez, 1998) 

found the LSI (1985) to be a reUable and valid instnment to identify the preferted 

learning style of this sample population. An objeaive test, developed and validated 

previously by the investigator, was used to measure the dependent variable. The 

homogeneity of variances and normal independent assumptions held for the achievement 

test at various treatment levels. 

Interpraation of Resuhs 

The analysis ofthe data revealed that thae was main effea and intaaaion effea 

between learning style and learning environment. In the foUowing seaions, the patten 

of intaaaion between learning environment and learning style based on simple main 

effea analysis wiU be discussed. The data revealed significant main effea between 

leaning environment and achievement. Howeva, no significant main effea between 
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learning style and achievement was observed. The discussion begins with main effea of 

learning environment on achievement. 

Effect of Leaning Environment on Achievement 

Hundreds of media comparison studies showed no inherent significant difference 

in the instnctional effeaiveness ofthe media. In 1983, Clark startled the educational 

community with the statement that there is nothing intrinsic to technology that makes the 

sUghtest diffaence to student achievement. However, the resuhs ofthe study showed 

that, regardless of learning style, participants in the FFV environment achieved 

significantly higha on an objective test covering EKG compared to the participants in the 

CAI environment. Although the primary focus of this study was to daermine the 

intaaaion effects of learning style and learning enviromnent on achievement, an 

explanation is wartanted to understand observed mean difference between two leaning 

environments. 

If instnctional medium does not make a diffaence, how can we account for the 

mean diffaence observed in achievement between two learning environments? In orda 

to answa this question, we need to consider what is the primary diffaence between these 

two learning environments, A comparison of FFV versus CAI learning environment is 

presented in Table 3,2, Walberg and Andason (1974) defmed learning environment as a 

stimulus, aside from instmaion, that predias learning outcome. An examination of two 

leaning environments wUl show that both environments utUize similar muhimedia 

capabUities and both groups had access to instnaor via E-mail, The primary diffaence 

between the two environments is the following: Participants in the FFV enviromnent 
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received instnaion through Uve-interpasonal intaaaion from the instnaor; whaeas, 

participants in the CAI environment received instmaion on the same topic and content 

through an interaaive muhimedia CAI package. In otha words, in the CAI environment, 

participants worked independently, intaaaing with the computa. Duration ofthe 

treatment was approximately two hours and thirty minutes in the ITV enviromnent. 

Records of time taken by the CAI group showed an avaage of two hours and twenty-five 

minutes. Thaefore, k is safe to assume that "human faaor" played a role in the observed 

mean diffaence. What is the possible explanation for significance diffaence in 

achievement score based on ciurent theoraical notions in distance education literature? 

Recently, a wida range of theoraical notions has provided a richer undastanding 

ofthe leaners engaged in distance education. Four such concepts are transaaional 

distance, interaaion, l e ana control, and social presence. 

The discussion begins with the concept of transaaional distance. According to 

Moore (1990), greata transaaional distance occurs when an educational program has 

more stncture and student-teacha dialogue. If we examine the two independent 

variables used in this study, the FFV learning environment appears to have lessa 

transaaional distance compared to the CAI environment, according to Moore's (1990) 

interpretation. The present study showed that participants in an intaaaive television 

environment achieved higha on an EKG test compared to participants who received the 

same content in a CAI environment. Is it pure chance or is it due to shorta transaaional 

distance in the FFV environment? This is a question that calls for fiirtha investigation, 

Consida the concept of intaaaion. Based on Moore's (1990) classification, in 

an FFV environment, participants received greata leana-instmaor interaaion and 
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l e ana - l eana interaaion, Leana-instmctor interaaion is that component of his model 

that provides motivation, feedback, and dialogue Ijetween the teacha and student, 

Leama-leama interaaion is the exchange of information, ideas, and dialogue that 

occurs between students about the subjea matta. Participants in the FFV environment 

achieved a higha achievement score. Is it, again, a coincidence or did a concept of 

interaaion play a role in the observed mean diffaence? This is a question that needs 

ftutha clarificatioiL 

What about the concept of social context? Did the social faaor play any role in 

the observed mean diffaence in achievement? According to experiential learning theory, 

Divagers, who achieved higha in an intaaaive television environment, enjoy working 

with people. Similarly, the notion of "social presence" that is inhaent in the media itself 

might have played a role in the observed mean diffaence in achievement between the 

two environments. Hackman and Walka (1990) proposed that cues given to students 

(smUes, gestures, and praise) might be faaors that enhanced student achievement. 

Thaefore, do teaching style and personality traits ofthe instnaor play a role in 

achievement? 

In conclusion, the resuhs of this study have at least provided a tietta 

understanding ofthe concept of transaaional distance, interaaion, and social context. 

Learning style aixl hs effeas on achievement are discussed next, 

Effea of Leaning Style on Achievement 

The predominant leaning style in this study was Convaga, foUowed by 

Assimilator, Nearly 70% of all participants wae eitha Convagers or Assirmlators, 
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According to Kolb's LSI (1985), they faU into the third and fourth quadrants in the 

learning dimension scale (see Figures 4,1 -4,4 for daaUs), The findings in this study wae 

consistent with previous studies conduaed on this population (Pisarski, 1994; Wessel, 

1996). 

Pisarski (1994) investigated the preferted learning style of 71 physical therapy 

graduate students usmg Kolb's LSI (1985). Data indicated that the preferted leaning 

style ofthe majority ofthe sample was Assimilator. Wessel (1996) completed a 

longitudinal study of physical thaapy students at the Univasity of Alberta. He found 

that Convaga style was the dominant learning style exhibited by students throughout all 

three years ofthe degree program. 

When data was analyzed taking learning style as a single faaor in students' 

achievement, no significant mean diffaence between four types of leanas was found. 

However, simple main effea analysis demonstrated that thae was significant mean 

diffaence in achievement between four types of leaners in CAI environment. Post-hoc 

comparison of group means revealed that Convagas in CAI environment achieved 

significantly higha than Divagas in the same environment. Although, Ixith 

environments used similar multimedia capabUities of technology, h appears that leaning 

style might have a played a role in student's achievement. Review of litaature on 

learning style indicates that each learning style can produce equal achievement (BUling & 

Cobb, 1992; Carlson, 1991). Howeva, one specific learning style can often suh a 

particular situation or class material Ijatathan other. Pahaps because leaning styles 

can vary in diffaent situations, learning style research has produced mixed resuhs. For 
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example, some researchas have found cortelation l>etween a learning style and 

achievement, while othas have found no significant Unk. 

This investigator was unable to locate a study that investigated the effea of 

learning style on achievement of physical thaapy students; howeva, thae are other 

studies that investigated the impaa of learning style using univasity student population. 

McDonald (1996) conduaed a study on univasity students enroUed in a "Healthy 

Lifestyle 100" course at the Univasity of Nebraska. Kolb's LSI (1985) was used to 

identify learning style types. The study investigated the impaa of muhimedia instmaion 

on student achievement and its relationship with learning styles. The study concluded 

that thae was no statisticaUy significant diffaence for achievement by preferted leaning 

style. Howeva, a study conduaed by Van Vuren (1992) on effea of matching leaning 

style and instnction with academic achievement of students receiving an intaactive 

learning experience in chemistry found significant effea. The purpose of Van Vuren 

(1992) study was to isolate four basic learning styles, design style-specific instnaion, 

and Ust their effeas upon student academic achievement in an intaaaive learning 

environment. The resuhs indicated a significant diffaence between achievement scores 

between Experimental (matched) and Control (unmatched) groups. 

In the present study, participants in n V learning environment performed equally 

weU regardless ofthe learning style. One ofthe significant findings ofthe curtent study 

was that Convagas in CAI environment achieved significantly higha achievement score 

than Divagas in the same learning environment. How do we explain this significant 

mean diffaence based on Kolb's experiential learning theory? According Kolb's model, 

Convagers are procedural leaners and they prefa to work with things ratha than 
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people, Convagas are expeaed to perform betta in a computa-assisted learning 

environment, Divagas, on the otha hand, are people oriented and their mode of 

learning is refleaive observation and conaae experience, Thaefore, it is safe to 

conclude that Convergas performed better in CAI environment compared to Divergers 

in the same environment. 

The findmg of this study demonstrated that a student's achievement might be 

enhanced by adapting instnaional design to the preferted learning style ofthe student. 

One method of matching the features of instruaional muhimedia to learning style is to 

include variety of media so that each student can fmd a preferted media resource. 

Effect of Interaaion between Learning Style and Leaning Environment 

The present study utilized the aptitude-treatment intaaaion (ATI) research 

described by Cronbach and Snow (1981), This study was primarily designed to 

determine whetha the effeas of two learning environments would be influenced by 

preferted learning style ofthe participants as identified by Kolb's LSI (1985). The 

primary objeaive of this study was not to daermine which learning environment was 

betta than the otha. Instead, this study was based on the assumption that instnaional 

learning environment and preferted leaning style ofthe individual could intaaa in a 

way that might affea learning outcome 

Two independent variables used in this study wae: (1) learning environment in 

which participants received instmaion and, (2) preferted learning style identified by 

Kolb's learning style inventory. The point of considering both types of independent 

variable is to capture interaaion between them It may present hself statisticaUy, even if 
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main effeas ofthe separate variables do not. The resuhs of Aptrtude Treatment 

intaaaion studies may help instnaional designas to fmd optimal instnaional 

treatments for every type of student. 

The 2 X 4 faaorial experimental design used in this study aUowed the 

investigators to look at a combmation of each independent variable (six treatment 

conditions). The resuhs indicated that thae was significant intaaaion between learning 

environment and learning style. The simple main effea analysis furtha confirmed that 

Divagas and Assimilators in an FFV envn-onment achieved higha mean score in an 

objeaive test compared to participants who received the same instmaion in a CAI 

learning environment. Results also showed that Convagas and Accommodators 

performed equaUy weU in both learning environments. 

A learning situation is made up of at least the components of mput and 

processing. Input is the medium in which the l eana receives information, such as 

videotape, print material, leaure, ac . For example, in this study, two types of learning 

environment represent input: lecture presentation via intaaaive television and 

computa- assisted instnaion through intaaaive CD-ROM. Processing is the way in 

which the student manipulates, categorizes and evaluates input data. In the present study, 

participants' preferted learning style was identified based on Kolb's learning style model 

Learning style is defmed as the way in which each l e ana begins to concentrate on, 

process, and raain new and difficuh information (Dunn, R. & Dunn, K., 1993). The 

resuhs demonstrated that thae was statisticaUy significant intaaaion between leaning 

style and learning environment. How can we explain the mean diffaence observed in 

achievement on the basis ofthe experiential learning theory? 



Kolb's LSI (1985) places individuals at a point along each of two continua: (1) 

refleaive observation vasus conaete experience, and (2) abstraa conceptualization 

versus aaive experimentation. When these axes are aossed, subjeas faU into four types 

of leanas, namely Converger, Assimilator, Accommodator, and Diverga. Resuhs 

indicated that Divagas and Assimilators achieved significantly higha in the ITV 

environment. According to Kolb's (1985) experiential learning theory, both Divergers 

and Assimilators are on the opposite pole ofthe AE-RO (Aaive Experimentation-

Refleaive Observation) continua and both types of leamers are charaaerized by the 

refleaive mode of learning (watching). Divaga type, which achieved significantly 

higha than any otha learning type, emphasizes the learning stage of concrete expaience 

and refieaive observation. Strengths of this style include imaginative abUity, an interest 

in people, and sensitivity to feelings. An examination ofthe plot of learning dimension 

score (see Fig. 4.4) of Divergers in two learning environments wUl reveal that data point 

for participants in the ITV environment fell near far coners ofthe grid. According to 

Kolb (1985), this can be interpraed to mean that participants rely heavily on the Diverger 

leaning style. Similarly, Assimilators, too, emphasize refleaive observation as their 

mode of learning. However, both Accommodators and Convagas have aaive 

experimentation as their mode of learning and they prefa to work independently. 

The findmgs of this study are consistent whh the investigation conduaed by 

Korhonen and McCaU (1986). The authors investigated the effeas of learning style and 

learning environment on achievement of students on a basic computa-programming 

course. Kolb's LSI (1976) was used to identify preferted leaning style of participants. 

Resuhs showed both main and intaactive effeas Ijetween learning style and learning 
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environments. The learning environments wae described as conforming (group) and 

independent, 

Ahhough the learning environments in the Korhonen's study wae not exaaly the 

same, the conforming environment emphasized group interaaion in which participants 

received instmaion via leaure. The independent environment used student-centered 

instmaional deUvery whh aaive participation of students in the learning process. 

Assimilators and Divagas achieved higha in the conforming environment that was 

charaaerized by instmaor-student intaaaion sinular to FTV learning environment in the 

present study. 

A recent meta-analysis of 42 experimental studies revealed that students whose 

learning styles wae accommodated could be expeaed to achieve 75% of a standard 

deviation higha than those who had not had this benefit (Dunn, R. et al., 1995). This 

finding suggested that matching students' learning style prefaences whh educational 

interventions compatible with those preferences would inaease their academic 

achievement. The results ofthe present study confumed that learning style and learning 

environment do intaaa in a way that could affea learning outcome. This study also 

demonstrated that processing of information is a more saUent faaor in instnaional 

design than the prefaence for input (medium). 

The fmdings of this study are significant in that this is the first study that 

investigated intaaaion of learning style and learning environment of physical therapy 

students in a distance education program Ahhough Ijoth learning environments used the 

interaaive, muhimedia capabUities ofthe modem technology, results of this study 

demonstrated that human faaor and individual diffaence played a significant role in 
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Unlike a previous study conduaed by Donna Gee (1990), in the present study, mean 

score achieved in an objeaive test was used to measure achievement, Cronbach and 

Snow (1981) state that mdividual measures are more informative than those that measure 

the performance ofthe entire group. Only the assessment of an individual, which cannot 

be influenced by team memba assistance, aUows researchas to see which instnaional 

method or environment works the best for the individual. 

In conclusion, the results of this study helped to shed some Ught on the ciurent 

theoraical concepts in distance education. The mean diffaence in achievement between 

the two environments could be explained based on the concept of transaaional distance, 

intaaaion, and social context. The resuhs of this study also provided insight into the 

intaaaion between learning environment and learning style based on Kolb's (1985) 

experiential theory. Therefore, rt is appropriate to conclude that the result ofthe study 

proved the assumption that learning environment and leaning style do intaaa in ways 

that affea learning outcome. 

The Limitations ofthe Study 

InitiaUy, the entire sample was comprised of Physical Thaapy graduate students 

enroUed in a distance education course at a large southwesten Univashy Health 

Sciences Centa (HSC). This study would have been stronga if a larga sample size, 

involving another physical thaapy program utilizing a similar technology, was available. 

Thaefore, the fmdings have only limited extenal vaUdhy. We should be carefiil in 

genaalizing the resuhs of this study to individuals and situations beyond those involved 

in the study. Secondly, academic performance was evaluated based on achievement 
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scores received in a unit module from a single course. This study would have been 

stronga had sevaal units had been included. Thirdly, the unequal ceU size in the 

treatment combinations was also a limitation of this study, FinaUy, faaors such as 

motivation and prior computa exposure were not considered in this study. These factors 

might have contributed to the overaU achievement. 

Implications for Instmaional Design 

The implication for instnaional design is that the research studies examinmg the 

relative instnaional techniques (media) would be enhanced by inclusion of a relevant 

individual diffaence variable in the design. It is also suggested by Cronbach and Snow 

(1981) that many ofthe main effea studies that have indicated "no significant difference" 

m the past should be repUcated as intaaction studies that mclude an appropriate 

individual diffaence variable. 

Individualization of instnaion is ourently a saUent educational issue because of 

extensive research revealing that effeaive instmaion and academic counseling must 

address the learning style charaaeristics of individual students (Keane, 1993; Keefe & 

Fertel, 1990). As researchers discova more alxjut the variabiUty existing in the 

acquisition of knowledge by individuals, educators, and instnaional designas, they wUl 

realize that effeaive teaching should be muhifaceted to enable aU students to leam. The 

resuhs of this study would have particular significance to the field of instmaional design 

and technology, as the outcome of this study is to identify ways to more effeaively 

design and implement distance learning systems based on how individual diffaence 

affea learning outcome. 
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Researchas in aUied heahh and nursing education have also begun to investigate 

learning style theory and its praaical implication m orda to aid their students in learning 

inaeasing complex information. Studies conduaed in the nursing field have vaUdated 

the constna of learning styles by identifying the presence of learning style diffaences in 

student nurse population (Cavanaugh, Hogan, & Ramgopal, 1994). 

Recommendations for Instmaional Design 

The resuhs of this study have much implication for educators and instmaional 

designers involved in distance education. FoUowing are a few recommendations/ 

suggestions to accommodate individual diffaences in instmaional design and thus 

enhance ovaaU academic paformance ofthe leana. 

1. Include a variety of instnaional activhies so that each student is likely to fmd 

at least one preferted aaivity. Accommodating each learning style in each 

lesson does not mean that the entire lesson must be designed covering one 

concept or topic in such a way that mea the needs of all types of leanas. 

Instead, the goal ofthe instnaional designa is to combine techniques in 

orda to address various learning style prefaences ofthe student. 

2. Encourage students to work in pairs or groups. Working in pairs can help 

those students who exhibh computa anxiay and those leanas who do not 

like to work alone. For example, the present study showed that Divagas do 

not perform as weU as Convagas in a CAI leaning environment. 

3. Include varied, noncomputerized instnaional aaivhies and tools in the 

instnaional process. Use group discussions, role-plays, research projeas, 
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and written assignments to enhance computa-assisted instmaion. In distance 

education settings, provide opportunhies for distance students to meet with the 

primary instmaor occasionaUy and discuss lessons in depth. 

4. Condua facuhy development aaivities on the use of learning style in 

improving teaching and student development. TTie focus should be in 

undastanding learning style research. The facuhy development should 

include aaive participation in planning for implementation of learning style 

research. The aaive planning should include curriculum design as well as 

lesson planning. If curricula are modified to require specific experiences, as 

weU as mastery of certain material, this wUl promote the infusion of learning 

styles research into courses and specific lessons. 

5. Promote classroom research and make data about learning style an important 

part of h. Information on style, when linked with otha data on students, holds 

great promise for helping facuhy membas improve their teaching. The 

coUeaion and use of such data can also contribute to a continuing dialogue 

among facuhy and administration as they lean from each otha about teaching 

and learning, 

6. In hiring new facuhy membas, take into accoimt candidates' undastanding of 

teaching-learning practices that recognize individual diffaences, including 

style. This is important in the Ught of widespread use of emaging 

technologies in distance education. 
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Suggestions for Future Research 

The sample population that participated in this study was derived from a single 

Physical Thaapy graduate program from a Southwesten Univashy Heahh Sciences 

Centa. In addition, the dependent variable, achievement score, was the mean score 

obtained in a 20-hem muhiple choice test. Electrocardiogram module was part ofthe 

course taught in the physical therapy curriculum. The above limitation wiU have an 

influence on the external vaUdrty of this study. In view ofthe fmdings of this present 

study, the foUowing recommendations are proposed for ftutha research; 

a. RepUcate the study using a larga sample derived from a variay of aUied heahh and 

nursing programs. 

b. Investigate matching vasus non-matching of learning style with learning 

environment. 

c. Investigate the relationship between leaning environment and computa exposure on 

achievement. 

d. Compare learning styles of facuhy members with those of students incorporating 

otha aUied heahh programs. 

e. Condurt a study to daermine the relationship of learning style and success on 

physical thaapy licensure examination, 

f Combine a variay of pasonality variables (e,g., motivation, attitude) with various 

teaching strategies to daermine more precise intaaaions. 
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Conclusion 

A famous Biblical provab states that "each chUd should be taught according to 

his way . , , " (Provabs 22:3), The importance of recognizing individual diffaences in 

instmaional design and deUvery was recognized thousands of years ago. In this age of 

rapidly emaging technologies, the educator and instmaional designa are challenged to 

investigate the effeas ofthe technology-based leaning environment and individual 

diffaences on students' paformance, Afta aU, the primary goal of an educator is to 

design and defiva instnaion m an effeaive and efficient manna to facilhate learning 

outcome. Based on the scope of this stody, as identified in Chapta I, the foUowing 

conclusions appeared to be justified: 

1. The predominant learning style as identified by Kolb's LSI (1985) of Physical 

Thaapy graduate students (N = 64) is Convaga, foUowed by Assimilator, 

2. More than 70% ofthe participants were eitha Convagas or Assimilators. 

3. Regardless ofthe learning style, participants who received instmaion in an ITV 

(intaaaive television) learning environment scored significantly higha on an EKG 

objeaive test. 

4. Thae was no significant diffaence in mean achievement score between four learning 

types when learning style was considaed as a single faaor. 

5. Howeva, post-hoc comparison of group means within CAI environment 

demonstrated significant mean diffaence between Convagers and Divagas, 

Convagas achieved higha mean score in CAI environment compared to Divagas. 

6. There was significant intaaaion between learning environment and learning style on 

achievement score as measured by mean score on an EKG objeaive test. 
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7. The Divagas and Assimilators, who both preferted refleaive observation 

(watching), achieved significantly higha in the ITV environment, which is 

charaaerized by instnaor-student mtaaaion, 

8. Assimilators and Convagas showed no significant diffaences in achievement score 

in eitha learning environment. 
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APPENDS A 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION QUESTIONNAIRE 



Background Information Questionnaire 

Directions: Plea.se respond to the items below by circling the number cortesponding to 
your response or writing the requested information in the space provided 

1. Your PT department Random Numba 

2. Your Genda 
1. Female 
2. Male 

3. Your age years 

4. Your Ethnicrty 
1. Caucasian 
2. Hispanic 
3. Afro-American 
4. Asian/Pacific Islanda 

5. Your entering Cumulative GPA: -

6. Your entering Science GPA 

7. Please rate your abUhy or expertise with the foUowmg software and technologies 

No knowledge Very Knowledgeable 

Word Processing (Word, WordPerfea, ac) 

Muhimedia authoring packages (Authorware) 

Programming language (Java etc) 

Presentation packages (PowaPoint, ac) 

Otha 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

8. How frequently do you use the foUowing technology (Circle your response)? 

Intena DaUy weekly Monthly Yearly Neva 

World Wide Web Daily weekly Monthly Yearly Neva 

Electronic MaUing Ust Daily weekly Monthly Yearly Neva 

Other(Ust) Daily weekly Monthly Yearly Neva 
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APPENDIX B 

POST-TEST; EKG ACHIEVEMENT TEST 
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AHPT 5222: Cardiopulmonary Evaluation and Management 

Electrocardiogram Module Test 

1. Electrocardiogram is 
a) a graphical representation of electrical activity of the heart 
b) a graphical representation ofthe mechanical activity of the heart 
c) a graphical activity of the biochemical activity of the heart 
d) a graphical representation ofthe hormonal activity of the hean 

2. The primary pacemaker of the heart is 
a) AV, node 
b) SV node 
c) SA node 
d) ST node 

3. The P wave represents 
a) atrial repolarization 
b) Ventricular depolarization 
c) Ventricular repolarization 
d) atrial depolarization 

4. The QRS complex represents 
a) atrial repolarization 
b) VenUicular depolarization 
c) Ventricular repolarization 
d) atrial depolarization 

5. T wave represents 
a) atrial repolarization 
b) Ventricular depolarization 
c) Ventricular repolarization 
d) atrial depolarization 

6. Identify the following segment/interval: 
a) ST segment 
b) PR interval 
c) QRS interval 
d) QT Interval 



7. Identify the following segment/interval 
a) ST segment 
b) PR interval 
c) QRS interva 
d) QT hiterval 

8. Identify the foUowing segment/interval 
a) ST segment 
b) PR interval 
c) QRS interval 
d) QT Interval 

9. Lead n connects 
a) Right arm with Left leg 
b) Left arm with left leg 
c) Left arm with Left leg 
d) Right arm with Right leg 

10. Which is the positive electrode in Lead I 
a) Right arm 
b) Left arm 
c) Left Leg 
d) Left arm 

11. The characteristic of the normal rhythm include all of the following except 
a) Rate between 60 and 100 beats per minute 
b) Regular atrial and ventricular rhythm 
c) PR interval less than ,12 second 
d) QRS interval is .08 to .10 seconds 
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12. Identify the following Rhythm 
a) Normal sinus Rhythm 
b) Sinus Brady cardia 
c) Sinus Tachycardia 
d) Sinus Arthythmia 

13, Identify the following Rhythm 
a) Normal sinus Rhythm 
b) Sinus Brady cardia 
c) Sinus Tachycardia 
d) Sinus Arthythmia 

14, Identify the following Rhythm 
a) Normal sinus Rhythm 
b) Sinus Brady cardia 
c) Sinus Tachycardia 
d) Sinus Arrhythmia 

^pfa^ss^^FS 

15, Identify the following Rhythm 
a) Normal sinus Rhythm 
b) Sinus Brady cardia 
c) Sinus Tachycardia 
d) Sinus Arthythmia 
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16, Identify the following Rhythm 
a) Normal sinus Rhythm 
b) Auial fibrillation 
c) Ventricular Tachycardia 
d) Sinus Arthythmia 

17, Identify the following Rhythm 
a) Normal sinus Rhythm 
b) Atrial fibrillation 
c) Ventricular Tachycardia 
d) Ventricular fibrillation 

18, Identify the following Rhythm 
a) Normal sinus Rhythm 
b) Atrial fibrillation 
c) VenUicular Tachycardia 
d) Ventricular fibrillation 

19, Identify the following Rhythm 
a) Normal sinus Rhythm 
b) Atrial fibrillation 
c) Ventricular Tachycardia 
d) Ventricular fibrillation 



20, Identify the following Rhythm 
a) Unifocal PVCs 
b) Atrial fibrillation 
c) Ventricular Tachycardia 
d) Multifocal PVCs 
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KOLB'S LEARNING STYLE INVENTORY (LSI-1985) 
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Validity and Reliability of Kolb's Learning Style Inventory (LSI 1985): A 
exploratory factor analytic study 

John Anchuthengil MA, P.T 

Arturo Olivarez, Ph.D 

Texas Tech University 

Abstract 

The purpose of this study was to determine the internal consistency reliability and 

construct validity ofthe Kolb's Learning Style Inventory (LSI 1985) by application of 

modem statistical techniques including exploratory factor analysis and Alpha 

Coefficients (Cronbach, 1951). The sample consisted of 106 physical therapy graduate 

students enrolled in a Master of Physical Therapy (MPT) program at a major Southwest 

University Health Sciences Center. Analysis ofthe data revealed very good intemal 

consistency reliabiUty indicated by Cronbach coefficient alpha greater than .85 in all six 

major subscales. The findings of this study is consistent with the results reported by Kolb 

(1985) using a larger sample size (N=268). The factor structure underlying the LSI scale 

seems to be valid given the results ofthe exploratory factor analysis. In conclusion, LSI 

(1995) scale seems to be a useful, reliable and valid instrument to identify preferred 

learning types of physical therapy graduate students. 
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Learning is an interactive process, the product of student and teacher activity 

within a specific learning environment. These activities, which are central 

elements of learning process, show a wide variation in pattem, style, and 

quality (Keefe, 1987). Leaming problems are not related to the difficulty of 

the subject matter but rather to the type and level of cognitive process 

required to leam material (Keefe, 1988). Gregorc and Ward (1977) claim 

that if educators are to successfully address the need ofthe individual they 

have to understand what "individual" means. They must relate teaching style 

to leaming style. 

Leaming style is composite of characteristic cognitive, affective, and 

physiological factors that serve as relatively stable indicators of how a 

leamer perceives, interacts with, and respond to leaming environment 

(Keene, 1979). This definition of leaming style incorporates a 

comprehensive approach to the discussion of leaming styles. Researchers 

have approached the study of learning style preference related to person's 

preferred cognitive style, information processing strategy, social interaction 

and the leaming environment. (Curry, 1987,1983). According to Curry 

(1983), Kola's Leaming Style Inventory describes the leamer's information 

strategy. 
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Learning Style Inventory: Theoretical basis 

Kolb developed the LSI in 1976 based on his experiential leaming model. 

The experiential leaming model represents an integration of many intensive lines 

of research on cognitive development and cognitive style. The result is a model of 

the leaming process that is consistent with the structure of human cognition and 

stages of human development. It conceptualizes the leaming process in such a wa> 

that difference in individual leaming styles and corresponding leaming 

environments can be identified. The leaming model is dialectical one, similar to 

Jung's (1923) concept of personality types.According to experiential leaming 

theory, leaming is conceived as a four-stage cycle (see figure below) 

Concrete Experience 

Testing implications of Observations and 
Concepts in new situations Reflections 

Formation of abstract concepts 
And generalizations 
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This model provides a simple description ofthe leaming cycle, showing how 

experience is translated into concepts that, in turn, guide the choice of new 

experiences.. Immediate concrete experience forms the basis for observation 

and reflection. These observations are assimilated into concepts from which 

new implications or hypotheses then serve as guides in creating new 

experiences. 

Effective leamers need ability in four different areas: Concrete 

Experience (CE), Reflective Observation (RO), Abstract Conceptualization 

(AC), and Active Experimentation (AE). That is, they must be able to 

involve themselves fiilly, openly, and without bias in new experiences (CE); 

to view these experiences from many perspectives (RO); to create concepts 

that integrate their observations into logically sound theories (AC); and to 

use these theories to make decisions and solve problems (AE). 

Kolb developed the LSI in 1976 based on the experiential leaming 

model. The instmment is a self-report based on rank ordering of four 

possible words in each nine sets. Twenty-four ofthe 36 words are related to 

qualities associated with phases ofthe experiential leaming style (Merit and 

Marshall, 1984). Each word represented one ofthe five leaning modes 

(Durm et al., 1981). After several years of experience with the instmment 
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and several concems raised by other researchers about it validity. Kola 

revised the instmment in 1985. He changed the format fi-om nine sets of 

words to twelve questions that measure individual's tendency to prefer 

feeling (Concrete Experience), watching (Reflective Observation), thinking 

(Abstract Conceptualization) or doing (Active Experimentation). The user 

selects the answers from four possible answers and thus rank orders the four 

possible leaming modes: feeling (CE), watching (RO), thinking (AC) and 

doing (AE). 

The leaming style inventory 1985 is designed measure the degree to 

which individuals display the learning styles derived from experimental 

leaming theory. The form of inventory is determined by three design 

objectives. First, the test is brief and straightforward, so that in addition to 

research uses, it can be used in discussing leaming process with individuals 

and provides feedback. Second, the test is constmcted in such a way that 

individuals respond to it somewhat as they would respond to a leaming 

situation. It requires them to resolve the tensions between the abstract-

concrete and active-reflective orientations. For this reason, the LSI format 

requires respondents too rank-order their preferences. Third and most 

obviously, it were hoped that the measures of leaming styles would predict 

behavior in way consistent with the theory experiential learning. 
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According to the LSI user's guide (Smith & Kolb, 1986), the four basic 

scales and two combination scales of instmments show a very good intemal 

reliability (see table). Sib's et al (1985) examined the intemal consistency of 

the revised LSI (1985). They determined that the intemal consistency of 

revised LS I was substantially improved over the earlier version (1976). In 

1987, Veers et.al examined the reliability and classification stability ofthe 

LSI in corporate settings. The intemal consistency was the same as the 

results of their earlier work with students. 

Concrete Experience (CE) yielded greatest difference between groups 

(coefficient alpha = .76 for the student population and .82 for the corporate 

population). The intemal consistency of three other scales was essentially 

equivalent. Reflective observation (RO), alpha industrial = .85; alpha student 

= .84; Abstract Conceptualization (Ac), alpha industrial = .83; 

Alpha student =. 85; Active Experimentation (AE), alpha industrial = .84, 

alpha student = .82 (page 1129) 

Pisarski (1994) compared physical therapy graduate students' leaming 

style and perception ofthe higher education environment. The participants 

consisted of 71 first and second year physical therapy students enrolled in a 

physical therapy graduate program. Data indicated that graduate physical 

therapist students predominantly preferred Assimilator leaming style. 
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Wessel et al.(1996) completed longitudinal study ofthe physical therapy 

students at the University of Alberta. They found that the converger style 

was the predominant style exhibited by students throughout all three years of 

study. Both ofthe above studies provided information about the preferred 

leaming style of physical therapy students. However, a review of literature 

indicated that no studies have been reported to verify the reliability and 

validity of LSI on this specific population. Therefore, the purpose ofthe 

present study is to determine intemal consistency and validity of Kolb's 

Leaming Style Inventory (LSI 1985) by application of modem statistical 

tools including exploratory factor analysis. 

Method 

The participants in this study were 106 graduate physical therapy 

students who were enrolled in the first and second year Master of Physical 

Therapy (MPT) program at a large Southwestem University Health Sciences 

Center in the fall 1998. This was a sample of convenience and sample size 

was adequate for this type of analysis. Participants included students from 

all three campuses ofthe Health sciences Center. The informed consent from 

the participants and approval ofthe institutional review board ofthe Health 

Sciences Center was obtained prior to data collection. 
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Descriptive statistics ofthe participants in this study is reported in the 

Tables 1 and 2. Fortyfour percent ofthe participants were male and fiftysix 

percent were female. The mean age was 24.16 (SD = 4.31) and average 

undergraduate GPA was 3 .71 (SD = .51) 

Each participant completed a leaming Style Inventory (LSI 1985) in a 

group self-administered format. The primary investigator administered the 

test in all three campuses. The test is a 12-item questionnaire in which the 

respondents were asked to rank-order four sentence ending that correspond 

to four leaming modes; Concrete Experience (CE), Reflective Observation 

(RO), Abstract Conceptualization (AC), and Active Experimentation (AE). 

Participants were told to think about a leaming situation they might 

encounter and record their response accordingly. There were no right or 

wrong answers. Participants took an average of 10 minutes to complete the 

leaming scale. The primary investigator collected the completed scales and 

readied for computer data management and analysis. 

Statistical analysis was performed through statistical package SAS 

(1990). Descriptive statistics for demographic information and of each 

subscale and total LSI scale was calculated (see Tables 1-3). Intemal 

consistency reliability ofthe scale was determined by commuting coefficient 
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Alpha( Cronbach, 1951). An exploratory factor analysis was conducted to 

determine the underlying factor stmcture ofthe LSI (1985) 

Results 

Internal and Reliability Analysis 

Intemal consistency as measured by cronbach's alpha is shown in 

Table 7. The four basic subscales (CE, RO, AC, and AE) showed very high 

intemal consistency reliability (range .86 to .89). Table 7 also provided 

results of a study by Kolb (1985) for comparison. 

Person correlation coefficients of major LSI subscles are given in 

Table 5. Pearson Correlafion coefficients of LSI reported by Kolb (1985) are 

given in Table 6 for comparison. 

Means , standard deviation, interrelation and coefficient alpha 

reliability estimates for each individual items and total subscale are shown in 

Tables 8 through 11. Coefficient alpha reliability estimates (Cronbach, 1951) 

all exceeded .70. 

Exploratory Factor Analysis 

Responses to the 12-item scale were subjected to an exploratory 
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factor analysis using squired multiple correlations as prior communality 

estimates. The principal factor method was used to extract the factors, and 

this was followed by a promax (oblique) rotation. A scree test was used to 

identify meaningful factor form each subscale. 

In interpreting the rotated factor pattem, an item was said to load a 

given factor if the factor loading was .40 or greater for that factor, and was 

less than .40 for the other. Using these criteria, factor analysis revealed the 

following results in all four major subscales ofthe LSI. Concrete 

Experience (CE) subscale revealed two factors. Six items were found to be 

loaded on the factor 1 and five items were found to be loaded on the factor 2 

Subscale items and corresponding factor loading are presented in Table 12 . 

Reflective Observation (RO) subscale revealed two factors. Six items 

were found to be loaded on the factor 1 and three items were found to be 

loaded on the factor 2. Subscale items and corresponding factor loading are 

presented in Table 13. 

Abstract Conceptualization (AC) subscale revealed two factors. Seven 

items were found to be loaded on the factor 1 and five items were found to 

be loaded on the factor 2. Subscale items and corresponding factor loading 

are presented in Table 14. 
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Active Experimentation (AE) subscale revealed two factors. Six items 

were found to be loaded on the factor 1 and five items were found to be 

loaded on the factor 2. Subscale items and corresponding factor loading are 

presented in Table 15. 

Discussion 

The primary goal ofthe present study was to determine the intemal 

consistency ofthe LSI scale and to determine the underlying stmcture of this 

instmment through application of exploratory factor analysis. The results 

suggest that LSI (1985) scale has very good reliability in terms of intemal 

consistency. The results of this study is consistent with the findings reported 

by Kolb (1985) using a larger sample size (N=268). Table 7 provides a 

comparison of present study and Kolb's study. Intemal consistencies for all 

four subclass in the present were higher than Kolb's study. Table 8-11 report 

the iintercorrelation and coefficient alpha reliability estimates for each 

individual item and total subscale. Results indicate high degree of item 

homogeneity. 

The factor stmcture underlying the LSI scale seems to be valid given 

the results ofthe factor analysis. Factor analysis of Concrete Experience 

(CE) extracted two factors. Factor 1 which can be labeled as 'feeling" factor, 

is primarily loaded with six items. LSI manual claims that CE measures 
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sensifivity of individual's feelings. The results of this study support the 

assumption made by the test developers. Factor 2, which can be labeled as 

"relating" factor, is loaded with five items. Test developers claim that these 

items measure how individuals relate to people. Again, the results of this 

present study seem to support their claim. Communality estimates were also 

high ranging from .49 to .79. In conclusion two factor solution appears to be 

most appropriate for CE subscle ofthe LSI. 

Similarly a close analysis of Table 13 through 15 showed that a two-

factor solution appears to be most appropriate to describe the underlying 

structure ofthe remaining three subscales: RO.AC, and AE. 

In conclusion. The LSI (1985) scale seems to be a useful, reliable, and 

valid instmment for identifying the leaming style types of this specific 

population under study namely physical therapy graduate students. 
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Tabid Descriptive Statistics 

Variable N Mean Std. Dev 

Age 

GPA 

Leaming Mode 

CE 
RO 
AC 
AE 
AC-CE 
AE-RO 

106 

106 

106 
106 
106 
106 
106 
106 

25.45 

3.71 

19.87 
32.19 
33.00 
34.93 
13.12 
2.73 

5.29 

.54 

7.70 
7.08 
7.98 
7.23 
13.09 
11.41 

Table 2. Description of students by Gender and CUss 
Variable Frequency Percentage 

Gender 
Male 
Female 

47 
59 

44.3 
55.7 

Class 
MPT-1 
MPT-2 

43 
63 

40.6 
59.4 

Table 3 Descriptive statistics for MFT-1 CUss 

Variable N Mean Std Dev 
Age 
GPA 
CE 
RO 
AC 
AE 
AC-CE 
AE-RO 

43 
43 
43 
43 
43 
43 
43 
43 

24.16 
3.79 
20.95 
32.18 
31.76 
35.11 
10.81 
2.93 

4.13 
.80 
8.16 
6.92 
7.54 
6.82 
13.19 
10.78 
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Table 4 Descriptive statistics for MPT-2 Class 

Variable N Mean Std Dev 

Age 
GPA 
CE 
RO 
AC 
AE 
AC-CE 
AE-RO 

63 
63 
63 
63 
63 
63 
63 
63 

26.33 
3.65 
19.14 
32.20 
33.84 
34.80 
14.69 
2.60 

5.83 
.23 
7.34 
7.23 
8.22 
7.55 
12.88 
11.91 
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Table-S: Pearson Correlation Coefficients among LSI (1985) Scales 

Anchuthengil and Olivarez (1998) N=108 

CE 

RO 

AC 

AE 

AC-CE 

AE-RO 

Mean 
Std Dev 

CE 

1.0 

-.37 

-.39 

-.25 

-.83 

-.06 

19.87 
7.70 

RO ' 

1.0 

-.28 

-.27 

.05 

-.79 

32.19 
7.08 

AC 

1.0 

-.40 

.84 

.09 

33.00 
7.98 

AE 

I.O 

.10 

.80 

34.93 
7.23 

AC-CE 

1.0 

-.09 

13.12 
13.09 

AE-RO 

1.0 

2.73 
11.41 

Table-6: Pearson Correlation Coefficients among LSI (1985) Scales 

Kolbs(198S)N=1446 

CE RO AC AE AC-CE AE-RO 

CE 1.0 

RO -.32 1.0 

AC -.42 -.15 1.0 

AE -.22 -.33 -.30 1.0 

AC-CE -.85 .10 .84 .05 1.0 

*r-Pn -.05 -.80 .10 .83 -.09 1.0 
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Table 7 Comparison of reliability of LSI (1985) reported by Kolbs (N=268) and the 
current study by Anchuthengil and Olivarez (1998, N=106) 

Cronbach's Cronbach's 
Standardized Alpha Standardized Alpha 
Kolb (1985) Anchuthengil/Olivarez (1998) 

Concrete Experience (CE) 82 

Reflective Observation (RO) .73 

Abstract Conceptualization (AC) .83 

Active Eiqjerimentation (AE) .78 

.89 

.84 

.89 

.86 
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Table 12 Faaor analysis of LSI Concrete Experimentation(CE) subscale 
Using a promax rotation 

Item Factor 1 Factor 2 1? 

C4 
C9 
C6 
CI 
C2 
C5 
C3 
C7 
CI2 
CIO 
C8 
Cll 

92. 
85* 
78* 
77* 
68* 
56* 
48* 
45* 
-38 
27 
33 
34 

-8 
5 

-10 
13 
6 
26 
38* 
43* 
91* 
56* 
53* 
53* 

.79 

.76 

.56 

.69 

.49 

.49 

.51 

.54 

.70 

.51 

.53 

.54 

Table 13 Factor analysis of LSI Reflective Observation subscale 
Using a promax rotation 

Item 

R4 
Rl 
R7 
R2 
R9 
R6 
Rll 
R3 
RIO 
R5 
R12 
R8 

Factor 1 

80* 
74* 
74* 
73* 
68* 
66* 
61* 
-4 
-12 
-11 
4 
24 

Factor 2 

-17 
18 
12 
-27 
3 
19 
39* 
83* 
74* 
66* 
5 
30 

Factor 3 

-2 
-16 
-6 
31 
6 
11 
-3 
12 
42* 
-31* 
87* 
29 

h' 

.57 

.68 

.62 

.58 

.49 

.59 

.70 

.69 

.75 

.53 

.78 

.33 
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Table 14 Faaor analysis of LSI Abstract ConceptualizatioD(AC) subscale 
Using a promax rotation 

Item Faaor 1 Faaor 2 h" 

A3 
AID 
A2 
A12 
A6 
A5 
Al 
A8 
A7 
A9 
All 
A4 

94* 
74* 
66* 
57* 
55* 
50* 
41* 
-21 
-1 
21 
30* 
36* 

-25 
1 
13 
24 
28 
12 
39* 
87* 
82* 
67* 
53* 
51* 

.72 

.55 

.54 

.52 

.54 

.32 

.49 

.62 

.67 

.64 

.53 

.57 

Table 15 Faaor analysis of LSI Active i^perimentation(AE) subscale 
Using a promax rotation 

Item Faaor 1 Faaor 2 

£9 
E4 
E7 
E5 
Ell 
fel 
68 
t3 
ElO 
E2 
E12 
E6 

85* 
82* 
79* 
77* 
74* 
57* 
39* 
-19 
-2 
8 
18 
38* 

-4 
2 
-5 
-14 
14 
22 
37* 
83* 
72* 
59* 
45* 
44* 

.70 

.68 

.59 

.52 

.65 

.48 

.40 

.59 

.51 

.39 

.30 

.47 
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APPENDUC E 

ELECTROCARDIOGRAM OVERVIEW 
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AHPT 5222; Cardiopulmonary Rehabilitation and Management 

Spring 1999 

E L E C T R O C A R D I O G R A M 

Learn ing object ives: 

After completion of this lectures/or EKG-CD ROM , the smdent will be able to: 

1. Define electrocardiogram 
2. Describe the normal sequence of electrical conduction through the hean 
3. Describe the conduction system of the hean 
4. Deffne bipolar and unipolar leads 
5. Describe correct electrode positioning for limb and precordial leads 
6. Describe steps in EKG rhythm strip anlaysis 
7. Define and describe the significance of each of the following as they relate to cardiac 
elctrical acitiviity 

P wave 
PR interval 
QRS complex 
ST segment 
TWave 

8. Describe and interpret the EKG characteristics of the following dysrrthmias that originate 
in the SA node 

Sinus Bradycardia 
Sinus Tachycardia 
Sinus Anhythmia 

9. Describe and interpret the EKG characteristics of the following dysrythmias that 
originate in the atria 

Premature atrial complexes(PACs) 
Supraventricular tachycardia 
Atrial flutter 
Atrial fibrillation 

10. Describe and Interpret the EKG characteristics of the following dysrrthmias that 
originate in the ventricles 

Premature ventricular complexes (PVCs) 
Bigeminy and Trigeminy 
Ventricular Tachycardia 
Ventricular fibrillation 
Ventricular flutter 

Introduction 

what is electrocardiogram? 
Definition 
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Review of basic electrophysiology 

Conduction system 

Impulse generation 

Depolarization 

Repolarization 

Resting phase myocardium 

During depolarization 

During repolarization 

Components of EKG ( Anatomy of Electrocardiogram) 

P wave 

PR Interval 

Q wave 

QRS complex 
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ST segment 

QTmterval 

T wave 

EKG lead systems 

12 lead EKG 

a)Bipolar limb leads 

LeadI 

Leadn 

Leadm 

b) Chest (precordial leads) 

VI 

V2 

V3 

V4 

V5 

V6 

Analyzing a Rhythm Strip: Steps 
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Supraventricular versus Ventricular 

Normal sinus Rhythm 

Rhythms originating in atria 

Rhythms originating at the AV node 

Rhythms originating in the ventricle 

a) Normal sinus rhythm (NSR) 

Definition 

EKG appearance 

b) Sinus bradycardia 
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EKG appearance 

c) Sinus tachycardia 

Definition/Cause 

EKG appearance 

d) sinus arrhythmia 

Definition/Cause 

EKG appearance 
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Rhythms Originating in the Atria 

a) Premature atrial contraction (PAC) 

Definition/Cause 

EKG appearance 

b) Paroxysmal atrial contraction (PAC) 

Definition/Cause 

EKG appearance 

c) Atrial flutter 

Definition/Cause 
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EKG appearance 

d. Atrial fibrillation 

Definition/Cause 

EKG appearance 

Rhythms Originating in the ventricle 

a)Premature ventricular contraction (PVC) 
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1. couples, bigeminy, trigeminy, PVCs 

2. Multifocal PVCs 

Definition/Cause 

EKG appearance 

b) Ventricular tachycardia 

Definition/Cause 
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EKG appearance 

c Ventricular nbrillation 

Definition/Cause 

EKG appearance 

Sample EKGs for review with answers on the back 
CAI group can retrieve the same EKG samples by clicking on the button " Sample 
EKGs" 
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APPENDDC F 

INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD FORM (IRB) 
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REQUEST FOR REVIEW OF RESEARCH PROPOSAL INVOLVING HUMAN SUBJECTS 
Proioeot kv Presentation lo V M T T \ J H S C IruSUiorul Review Board ORB) 

TEXAS TECH UNtVERSfTY HEALTH SCIENCES CEWTER -ASSURANCE NO: M-1076 

Rease «i*mff »n original plus h<wUy (20) copies ol tvs ccwpteterf torn b f>» OFnC€ OF SPONSORED PflOGflAJMS (OSP). HSC 2C-1 

9:00 a.m. Monday preceding the second Thursday of the month. V» Sutxxmn^ae* meets en rw secxyia Jtundar oi 
rw ms/neeCs Ol rw t x r t i IVediescb)'C/aacA monTL M>vwi6«r «nrf December m M f t i m « / • Rjtillfta to chanpe. M eppSabons tnst bt i 
Subeomfr/aoe prior lo lull Baud nvlew. ^ ^ »»y»-°<*jrp nvsi tm 

\. TTTLE OF STUor (150 character imii): Effects of Learning Style and Leaming Environment on Achievement of P 
Therapy Graduate Students in Distance Education. 

Z NAMES. TTTLES AND DEPARTMENT AFFILIATION OF EACH INVESTIGATOR. ASSOCUTES AND ASSISTANTS flEGINNINfi WTTHT, 
PRINCIPAL INVFSTIflATnR- {NOTE: The PfineJpel Investigator MUST be « faculty member - Trainee, tludent. resident, fellow, etc. • 

Principal Investigator.) Principal Investigator John D.Anchulhengil, M.A., P.T. Content advisors: Robert V Pn 
H.H. Merrifield. Ph.D.. P.T. /?e K q . b . S c / u n <= ̂ 5 

INVESTIGATOR AGREEMENT: I hereby give assuance tful I wfll c o r r ^ wfth ff% regiiaSons ol Tesas Tech Unvervty Health Soerues Center arvj 

3f Heaflh and Human Servfces (HHS) for protection ol lunan subjects with respect to r e condud ol t is study. I fulhff cvt\f ic 

I The proposed res«afdipn:^actMfl be conducted by riM or wider my dose suptrvisloa 
( Theprcpasedre$ea(chpro(edwnibecondLaedinaccor(&rcewllh>vproloa]lsani:iedtoandappro>fidbytwlr«bl£onal^ 
( Changes a modficaSons In VvresearchprcfeddirlngtwpericdlQrtvhchinBapprowl has beengrar«ajshs(lncit»lri6aed^ 

and apprond, excttt where necessary to dimirvte appropriate Immedats hazarct lot ie subjeds. 
Any sigritcartfinarBsViatbeccmekncpwnintw coursed tw reseatch tial mIgK affect the wtllir^jness dsubjedj toparldpate, or once « 
conlfrue lo take pai1,wUI be promply reporbd b the IRB. 
Report Immedalely to t ie Board. Ma tv OFFICE OF SPONSORED P R O G R M S , ary irarlopaied proUeiu IrvdJng risk to si±^eds ( 
Induing aArerss reacQons to Udodcals, drugs, radoisotope labels] drugsa madcd d m c e . 
All lr1veslgafior1aldr^FU)evlces belngused on an Inpatierf baslsmust be kept In ff« UMC pharmsy, M s procedjre Is d ^ 
lor lnvestgaSoraldnjg5.bev1cesbeingu5edonanouipalert basis. The Prlnc|;»l bwesfgator Is reqJied to serd an appro«d IRB protocol toi 
pharmcy belcrainpdent skjdes be^a 
No hinanbeingwIU be Itiralved as «reseaR:h subied ulesslegaiy elfecive Informed coraerl ol he subjed has been obtairsd 
SiQnedcorisertiormswllltMretairedlnacaii<^almarnerindepartTier«alfileslaraudtby t i e l R B o r aLeorizedonk^ Irom the a a r t n 
FDA. HHS, etc. Recorcfe wtll be kept lor a mirJmmi cf Eve <5) yearsaltarcompltfonol Vie s&jdy. THESE ARE CONSIDERED iNSTm. 
RECORDS AND SHOULD NOT BE TRANSFERRED TO A N O T H S l INSTITUTION WFTH THE PRINCPAL INVESTIGATOR UNTILTHE 
PROJECT IS TRANSFERRED WITH THE GRANTNG AGENCYS APPROVAL 

< OngoirDprotocdsarcsutiedtoalleastyudyrevJewbytheBoard.THs Is a nie d HHS lor lederd goverrmen grants b u insGtAonal pot' 
applisIt to ary skjdylrwdNing tunansubieds. whetha- hnledor noL 

( The Instiuiional Review Boardwlll be nctihed upon compla'on ol the study and a final report will be submited. 
( The kttlJljficnalReviewBoardshallhave the authority tosusperd or termirateapproMlol the reseanrhprqeail It is not ba'ng ccnduded m ac 

with the IRB'S dedsisn. ccndlons ani requremerts. The IRB shall report promply any suspersiorVtermhation ol IRB approval or trequ? 

rorvonpliarce wiffi FDA or IRB requiwnerds to the HeallhScienoes Center Admirctraticn and to Vie Food end Drug Adninstration. 

MY SIGNATURE BELOW AFFIRMS THAT I HAVE READ AND WILL COMPLYWITH TIJE ABOVE STATEMENTS 

Principal Invesbgalor ^ e Department Chair Date 
I cie&y that f}e principal investigator is liroif«<i^atile in ttts area and Wl 
sdentiHc methods In the conAxt ol this nse^rch. 

IF MORE THAN ONE DEPARTMENT IS INVOLVED IN THIS STUDY: 

Co-invesSgator Dale 

Co-investigator Dale 

DO NOT WRITE BENEATH THIS LINE 

mnp ucy\ ^ / o i O t t a i e R^«(»w#rt hy iRa '̂ "i ' \ ' T 1 

r.nNTINUlNC REVIEW due: M i l l O O 
(a?BfO«im«:ery) 

Department Chair Date 

Department Chair Dale 

ACTION OF C 

nalP AnnrtMd bv IRB: ^ ' 6 ' V ^ APPROVAl Is lor / vear Of 

rnnlmls approved , _ SPANISH m n w n l (tym: f ) ^es 

Signature e l Authorized IRS RepresenUtivt 
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CONSENT FORM FOR PARTICIPATION IN RESEARCH STUDY 

TO BE \MVTTEN IN FIRST PERSON N^RRATrvE 
Copy (o fr« pnvidid 10 fi«rsoo tinning 

riTLE OF STUDY; Effects of learning style and leaming environment on achrvement of ptiysical therapy gradu. 
distance ediucation 

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR respofuibte lor this researchpnjject b- Jot^n D.Anchu1tiengrl. M.A.. P.T. 
TrtJe* Assistant Professor __^ 
Pr*o«e: 743-29S9 . oth«r Investigalon Involved In IhU study IT (h« pnndpsi Inveslgator Is not tvsaabic 

Nam«: H.H.Merrifteld. Pti.D. P.T Title; Professor Phone. 
Name: Rot>ert V. Price. Ph.D rale; Associate Professor phont ~ 
Name; TTtJe; Phone _ 

(Please contact the principal Investigator or other Investigators at the numt>er listed above If any or the conditic 
the 'Risks and Discomforts' section of this consent form develop or If any unexpected complications occur.) 

PURPOSE of this research b: 

Everyone has a unique leamin| style. We all process information differently. Research 
also indicate that there is a relationship between leaming outcome and leaming 
environment in which student receive instruction. Therefore the purpose of this study is 
to investigate the effects of student's preferred leaming style and leaming environment 
(interactive television versus computer aided instruction) on achievement of physical 

therapy students enrolled in distance education 
PROCEDURES which involve me In exact order are; Ttiosa pfoetdurts which »rt done soldf for the putpose ofnsearch and/or i 
treatments are to be Indicated In some manner (star, ; etc). 

This Study will include three phases: During phase one, you will sign a consent form and 
a background questionnaire. Background questionnaire is designed to obtain 
demographic information and past computer experience. You will also complete Kolb's 
leaming style inventory (LSI 1985). The LSI (1985) is designed to be a self-
administering with simple instructions and an example. It takes about 10 minute to 
complete the instrument. The test is 12-item questionnaire in which you will attempt to 
describe your leaming style. I would like to stress two points: 1) there is no right or 
wrong answers. The leaming strengths described are equally valuable. The purpose of the 
inventory is lo help assess your skills in leaming from experience, 2) be sure to rank all 
the endings for each sentence unit. Please do not make ties. Rank the endings of for each 
sentence according to how well you think each one fit with how you would go about 
leaming something. During phase two (approximately three weeks), you will be 
randomly assigned to either interactive television group (ITV) or computer aided 
instmction group (CAI). The ITV group will receive a 50-minute lecture/demonstration 
on basic electrocardiogram via HealthNet. During the same period, CAI group will 
receive instruction on the same topic and content through a researcher-developed 
multimedia CD-ROM package entitled 

•• Electrocardiograph for health care students". At the end of the second phase, you will 
be administered a 20-item multiple choice test to measure your academic performance. 

RISKS ANO DISCOMFORTS; 

No physical or psychological rislt is anticipated to subjects participating in this study. Subjects privacy will b-
protected 
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Your participation in this study will help to identify your preferred leaming style The 
finding of ihis study will also support faculty development programs designed to increase 
awareness of learning style differences and equip faculty to meet the diverse learning 
needs of the students more effectively 

^TERNATfVE PROCEDURES or coune i o( treatment frf any) which mioW be more edvanUaeoui lo me are 
Not applicable 

CONFIDENTIALITY: A l reasonable meisure i lo proled Ihe confide ntiaOy o(my reeonjs and tdentitywith re^ardi lo this research sii. 
ot the Investigator and T e u s Tech Universily HeaUi Sciences Center tnd/or Untversky Medical Center I understand that federal orfioais 
nsped and/or photocopy research reconls, Including consent (omu mmS Individual medieat records lo ensure compTiance with rules and • 
dentifiable Mormation obtained by federal officials during such lnspecl«nt b protected by the provision ol ihePrfvacyAct o r i 974 . \hji\r 
Ihal I wB not be Idenlrfied In any publications or presentations thai may result from this study. The Investigator responsfele for this slue 
me that [ S • code. Q my Initials, D my name wU b« used lo Identify me on an study records but that only IridnMuals diredty involved < 
federal officials as noted above Mi> have access to these records If the study Is sponsored, (ludy data win be provVJed lo the sponsor as r 
however, my name win not be provided. 

UY AOOmONAI. COST due to participating In this study (over and above normal treatment cost] win be 
N o n e 

COMPENSATION due to me tor my participation In this study win be. Ondude lenns of payment) 
5 lo 6 hours 

DURATION - The l ine whch it will lake for my parlidpalion in Ihis study should be 

VOLUNTARY PARTICIPATION 1 do not have to be involved in Ihis study. If I sign this bum. tt means that I do wish lo volunteer It I ch. 
I can discontinue my participation n this study at any lime I choose My withdrawal wUI not afted my lu'ure treatment at this msliiution 
may also leiminale my participation in this study at any tvne 

NONCOMPENSATION CLAUSE: I understand that in the event of Ir^uiy tcsulting from the research procedures described lo mf 
University Health Sciences Center, University Medical Center, and lhe<r afTiliates are not able lo offer financial compensauon or ic 
medical trealmenL However, necessary facilities, emergency treatment, and professional services vrB be avaHable to research subjedi 
Ihe general community. For Information regarding my rights as a research subjed or fof further Information about any of the above matter 
Sponsored Programs Associate (tor protection of Human Subjeds) in the Office of Sponsored Programs at (B06) 743-2991, Texas Tec 
Sciences Center. Lubbock. Texas 79430 during normal worVirig hours. 

CNATURE Of SUBJECT 

IGNATURE Of PAflENT/CUARDiAN OR Al/THORUEO REPRE5EKTATIVE 

OOITIONAJ. SIGNATURE 0*= PAflEHT/CUARDiAN (t neceiwfy) 

CNATURE Of PROJECT WRECTOR OR AUTWOFUZEO REPRESEHTATFVE 

iCNATURc Of WTNESS TO OftAL PRESENTATION ANO SIGNATURE 

APPROVED 

LubbockIRB 

APR 8 1399 

Texas Toch University 
Heallfi Scisnees Center 
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